
H
aving been as high as
$62.07 at the start of
December 2016, Harley-
Davidson’s share price

staged a remarkable rally in the
final three months of 2016.
From being seemingly moribund and
vulnerable at $49.70 on October 17th,
around the time that Harley’s third
quarter 2016 fiscals were due for
release, it closed out 2016 at just under
the $60.00 mark to post a 20 percent
recovery in the final quarter of 2016,
and a remarkable 58 percent recovery
from its 2016 low last January of
$37.23.
Speculation continues to swirl
connecting the share price recovery to
the activities and intentions of any one
of a number of hostile riders whose
names have been connected with
making a move on Harley, not least
(despite denials) with Kohlberg Kravis
and Roberts (KKR), who are believed in
some quarters to have the Milwaukee
based manufacturer locked into their
cross-hairs as a long-term “target of
opportunity.”
Specializing in leveraged buyouts and
headquartered in New York, KKR was

founded by a group of Bear Stearns
alumni in 1976. Early pioneers of the
leveraged buy-out concept while at the
now defunct Wall Street investment
bank, KKR is best known for deals such
as the 1989 RJR Nabisco buy-out in
1989 (at that time the largest such
transaction ever seen). Since that time
KKR has had considerable media and
high tech involvements, not least

making a sizeable investment in Sun
Microsystems around 10 years ago.
However, whether or not KKR’s
fingerprints are on the 2016 Harley
share price recovery is a moot point,
because regardless of whether or not it
is being driven by one particular
investor or general sentiment, the
performance out-performs the market,
even in the post-election weeks, by a

considerable margin and points to
Harley’s assiduous attention to investor
welfare as having been money well
spent, even if some of the effort has had
workforce number implications.
In fact, in cycle terms, Harley’s share
price performance in 2016 follows that
of other powersports industry
businesses such as Polaris, Yamaha and
Kawasaki quite closely – the primary
difference being though that those
others are diversified enterprises –
Harley remains a “one trick pony”.
There remain those who think that
going private may not actually be such
a bad thing for Harley-Davidson.
However, Harley has played a smart
game. Adding debt to fund its share
buy-backs has reduced the headroom
for an LBO, and having managed
expectations by lowering guidance
three times since the end of 2014, the
better than anticipated October
earnings data has rewarded the
company’s conservatism. Contrary to
what many have been thinking, the
signals are that the company is after all
successfully positioning itself to be able
to fend off any unwanted suitors – or to
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Window into the soul of the market …

W
ith the custom bike show season headed to a spring crescendo,
looking back at prior AMD World Championship of Custom Bike
Building results for the ‘Custom World’ 8-page center section in
this month’s AMD Magazine was a scarily interesting process.

Scarily, simply because it was a graphic reminder just how quickly time flies, interesting
because it also graphically showed just how quickly custom bike styles change and
morph.
I still think of myself as a “newbie” in this business, and still eye the archive of AMD
World Championship bikes we have built up online at the event website
(www.AMDchampionship.com) as something that may be of value, one day, perhaps.
In truth, it actually only took six or seven years before we started meeting people who
said they found it one of the most informative and important reference resources
available, but now, with the 12th AMD World Championship loaded, it really has become
a powerful window into the soul of the market.
We have a suite of photography for each bike that has ever entered any of the 12 (so
far) AMD World Championships (well, over 95 percent
of them), and the six of the AMD European
Championships we operated in conjunction with
Custom Chrome in Europe, consisting of five pictures
and a basic ‘Tech Spec’ shown.
They number something in the region of 1,200 unique
custom motorcycles with about 6,000 studio grade
photographs taken by internationally respected
custom industry photographers such as Horst Roesler,
Frank Sander and Onno Wieringa.
I was delving deeply back into the archive in order to
trace the prior AMD World Championship appearances
of some of the 2016 competitors who have become
regulars - acclaimed custom motorcycle designers and
engineers such as prior World Champions Fred
Bertrand and Andreas Bergerforth, and some who
surely will become World Champions one day, such as Yuri Shif and Larry Houghton.
In doing so, it was interesting to see how builders’ own personal styles have evolved,
sometimes radically, sometimes more subtly, and to see how the trends in the market
itself have evolved through the “Peak Custom” chrome and paint job fest that were the
boom years, through the harder times that replaced them, into a market today that
(certainly outside the United States) is definitely in a robust state of recovery.

With ‘Retro’ now the default ‘vibe’ of the market, indeed with some saying that we
have already passed “Peak Hipster”, it was interesting to be reminded that the

‘AMD’ crash-landed into the middle of the custom bike scene in 2004 like a rock, creating
enthusiasm and opprobrium in equal measure with its fancy new class concepts, voting
and judging systems, and insistence on treating all participants equally, fairly and
honestly.
Yes, that made us as many enemies as it did friends, I’m afraid to say, but with impeccable
timing, the win of Canadian Roger Goldammer (the first of his three wins) with his “2004
Goldammer Board Tracker” caught a wave in just the same way that the “new gen”
shows of recent years (The One Show, Mama Tried, the Handbuilt and the like) did a
decade later.
However, Roger’s homage to the racing culture of the early 20th century was a radical

departure from the dominant chopper culture of the time, from the catalog bikes and
trailer queens that had dominated since the first crate motors and rolling chassis kits had
started to emerge a decade before that.

Goldammer’s “Little Red Lovely” is often referenced as ‘ground zero’ for what has
become known as the “retro” movement, but the “new gen” bikes and their builders

share much more in common with the trend that got kick-started then, and still dominates
to this day what Roger and his “Old School” fellow travellers did to the generation they
were challenging at that time.
The present developments we have been seeing in custom motorcycle design and
engineering have been much more of an evolution, with their foundations firmly rooted
in the changes that hit the market then, than the revolution that the advent of “retro”
represented.
Regrettably much of the “I’m too sexy for my shirt” arrogance that got the so-called
“builder community” into so much trouble and debt in the post build-off, post Lehman
years has persisted – with some of the so-called “new gen” of custom shop proprietors

appearing to put more effort into their beards than
their craftsmanship.
That said though, the evolution, the fascinating change
that has taken place, is that the collapse in available
investment capital and discretionary leisure Dollar
spend that defined the landscape against which dark
became the new shiny has responded to the over-
inflated, absurdly unrealistic and, frankly, dishonest
price points that brought about the market’s downfall
by falling back on the very simplicity of design and
affordable and accessible platforms that gave rise to
the market in the first place.

S o far from bad news for the parts and accessory
industry they are currently eschewing, in the long

term the “new gen” riders represent rebirth and
renewal. As I have said before, once the waistlines and

wallet books fatten and the mid-forties median demographic comes to be recognized as
a self-replenishing gift that just keeps giving, then the spend will return, the price points
will increase, and, crucially, sales of factory customs will grow again.
The big question remains though, as we await Harley’s 2016 financials (due for release
towards the end of January 2017), what kind of share of that market Harley-Davidson
will have. Here is a stunning little factoid for you – as things stand, it is quite possible
that 2017 will see BMW sell as many, if not more, of its R nineT parallel twin platform
variants as Harley will sell Softails.
In which connection, and apropos our cover story this month about Harley’s share price
staging a near 60 percent recovery in calendar year 2016 … as this edition went to
press, guess what? Yes, that’s right, the share price was back down into the upper $50.00
region, headed towards a two-month low!

Robin Bradley
Co-owner/Editor-in-Chief
robin@dealer-world.com    

Roger Goldammer’s Board Tracker, the first AMD World
Championship winning bike, still looks fresh and innovative

today, bearing a lot more in common with the leading
customs of a decade later than it did with those of a

decade earlier, when it burst onto the scene like a Red
Bombshell in 2004

http://www.kustomtech.eu
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at least make it as difficult as possible
for them.
Working on the basis that any player in
the North American powersports
industry has enough product and
demand issues to keep it busy without
the distractions of stock owner disquiet,
it would appear that Harley is headed
into 2017 and towards hugely
important full-year finings late in
January in considerably better shape
than might otherwise be the case.
The company can hardly be described
as being “headwind proof,” but
whatever lies ahead, it might just be
that Harley has laid down a foundation
from which it can better deal with 2017
market realities, and from which it has
a fighting chance of being able to deal
with any unwanted attentions from
stock raiders.
With a growing sense that the
motorcycle industry may well now start
seeing some recovery in North America

(in Europe the market continues to
grow annually at north of six percent),
especially as the dust settles following
the most acrimonious and destabilizing
election cycle ever seen, research
projects such as that by the likes of
Freedonia may not be too wide of the
mark.
Three years ago, they forecast that
worldwide growth in demand for
motorcycles would be at the rate of
around 6 percent through 2018,
with the market being worth some
132 million units and $120 billion. It
is clear that Harley-Davidson has
been benefitting from international
market growth, and if their 2016
fiscals at least show a picture that
has largely stabilized over 2014 and
2015, then expect to see the share
price head back towards the record
low $70 mark it achieved in May
2014, and maybe towards its
November 2006 all-time record high
of just under $75.00.

www.AMDchampionship.com

<<< Continued from cover
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Sena FreeWire
Bluetooth 4.1 adapter

Irvine, California based Sena
Technologies, Inc., who say they
are “the global leader in
Bluetooth innovation for the
motorsports industry”, has
announced the release of
FreeWire, a Bluetooth 4.1
motorcycle adapter, which
allows users to wirelessly
connect to their Harley-
Davidson infotainment system.
Sena say FreeWire is compatible
with their popular 20S and 10S
Bluetooth headsets, and will
soon be compatible with all
their 10-Series headsets,
including the 10U, 10C and 10R
when the next firmware update
is released. 
“FreeWire is the long awaited
solution to inconvenient wired
connection between riders’
headsets and their Harley,” the
company says. “FreeWire will
allow users to enjoy both the
infotainment features of their
motorcycle and the high quality
features of our communication
systems - such as the Universal

Intercom, Voice Command and
the Sena Smartphone App, all
wirelessly.”
It allows 7 hours of talk time
and can be charged while in use
through the included cigarette
charger for longer rides. An
additional FreeWire can be used
so a passenger can talk over the
motorcycle's internal intercom
system. Equipped with 3.5mm
AUX port, FreeWire “makes it
easy to directly connect
additional accessories such as a
GPS device or radar detector.
FreeWire conveniently comes
with two mounting options.”
Additional features include
wireless Audio Stream, CB radio
support, on/off with ignition,
AUX port, DC power charging
port, on-board audio in and
firmware upgrade port, use
while charging and water
resistant design. 
www.sena.com

Freewire

20S

http://www.namzccp.com
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Dealers are always most likely
to respond best to vendors who
understand that creating great
products is only part of the
battle – selling them in the
context of the dealership space
is another science all of its own.
In an environment where space
has to earn its keep, it is
important that retail programs
are information-rich and allow
the customer to get at the
product.
Although best known for their
professional use and workshop
grade products, battery care
and diagnostics specialist
TecMate has also been
purposing its respected
OptiMate brand name to
consumer product versions and
accessories for many years, and
through years of working with
its powersports dealers has
learned how to give them the
tools to help their products sell.
The TecMate modular display is
the perfect silent salesman -
tall, handsome, bright (blue) and
versatile! It generates attention
and holds plenty of product
while taking up the minimum
16” x 16” (40cm x 40cm)

footprint. The display has 4 set-
up possibilities, floor or counter,
free standing (360°) or single
sided (180°). 
At 190cm (75”) tall, the bright
blue display, full of red
packaged OptiMate product, is
hard for any customer to miss
and can hold chargers and
accessories with up to
$5,000/€4,000 retail value - the
115cm (45”) counter display is
the perfect reminder and
accessory ‘impulse buy’ creator
for the low-cost, high value and
highly convenient range of
OptiMate riding accessories. 
Range choices and purchase
opportunities can be driven by
updatable OptiMate battery
saving charger and OptiMate
accessory counter mats that
display the entire charger line-
up and extent of OptiMate’s
range of premium accessories -
cables, battery monitors, LED
flashlights and USB chargers
and cables; printed booklets,
flyers, wall charts and online
downloadables also available
(www.tecmate.com/cat). 
Martin Human,

CEO/CTO of TecMate says that
“a key part of our strategy is to
make it easier for ‘brick and
mortar’ dealers to sell our
products. I invite dealers, who in
my opinion are the lifeblood of
our industry, to ask their
national TecMate distributor for
the latest available sales tools.
Or drop us a line, and we’ll
make it happen.”  

www.tecmate.com

The modular OptiMate POS only
needs a 16” x 16” (40cm x 40cm)
footprint and can be customized for
showroom floor or countertop use

Brochures, flyers, counter
mats, downloadables and
wall charts – “a key part
of our strategy is to
make it easier for ‘brick
and mortar’ dealers to
sell our products,” says
Martin Human, TecMate
CEO/CTO

OptiMate sales tools to
maximize showroom return

The summer 2017 Harley-
Davidson Dealer Meeting is
slated for August 21 – 25 in the
South Hall of the downtown
Los Angeles Convention Center. 

Italian E-Bike manufacturer Energica
Motorcycles has now obtained its
Californian sales license, allowing it
to sell and register the EVA and EGO
e-superbikes it is offering from its
Redwood, California, sales and
service center and downtown Page
Street, San Francisco ‘Galleria
Energica’ flagstore.

Indian Motorcycle has
announced a recall due to a
potential fuel rail fuel leak
hazard on certain Chief Classic
and Dark Horse models,
Chieftains, Roadmasters,
Springfields and Vintage
models made between 2014
and 2017.

BRP announced that its revenues
were +5.4% for the nine months to
October 31st 2016, gross profit up
by +7.2%.

The AMA has called for
motorcyclists to be included in
the discussions, planning and
implementation of the policies
and regulations governing the
rollout of mandatory vehicle-to-
vehicle communications
technology in new cars.

The ‘Artistry in Iron’ custom bike
show at the Las Vegas Bike Fest in
October was won by British builder
Pete Pearson of Rocket Bobs fame in
the UK with ‘Speed Weevil’, a
minimalist bicycle meets motorcycle
Triumph single.

‘Ken’s Factory’ has announced
that its parts and accessories
designs have been picked up by
Drag Specialties and will be
appearing in the 2017
‘FatBook’.

Rocket Harley-Davidson of Madison,
Alabama, one of six Harley stores
owned by Scott Fisher, has been sold
to Josh Russom, and re-named
Redstone Harley-Davidson. Russom
is owner of the Harley dealership in
Montgomery, Alabama.

NEWS
BRIEFS
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Badlands – two new modules
and new lifetime warranty
Badlands Motorcycle Products has
been producing motorcycle lighting
modules in the USA since 1990. The
company was born in a small
motorcycle shop in Reno, Nevada, and
27 years later, Badlands is owned and
operated by Pennsylvania based NAMZ
Custom Cycle Products. 
Since taking over the company in
December 2013, NAMZ has made
some significant changes to the
Badlands line of lighting modules. Each
module has been re-engineered -
NAMZ spent a year changing the
platform for each module so they could
speed up the manufacturing process.
The new designs, now using the same
mold and same circuit board, have
helped to reduce machine time while
simplifying the bill of materials and
increasing fill rates into the high 90s. 
It also made for a near perfect module,
which already boasted a less than a 1%
failure rate per 20,000 units sold! 
“Being Made in the USA allows us to
better control the engineering and
manufacturing processes, which gives
us increased flexibility for new module
designs,” says owner and chief
electronics guru (and author) Jeff E.
Zielinski. “We continue to grow the
company by producing new modules
for motorcycles – right through to
Indian, Victory and late model CAN/Bus
Harley-Davidsons. 
“In which connection,” says Jeff,
“anyone who thinks that a load
equalizer is not needed on a late model
Harley should think again. All CAN/Bus
models, 2011-up Softails, 2012-up
Dynas and all 2014-up models using

LEDs that are not compatible with the
factory’s CAN/Bus BCM (Body Control
Module) will indeed require the use of
our new CAN/Bus load equalizers. 
“Because the front and rear signals are
independent of each other, a separate
module is required for each. If you have
a newer CAN/Bus model and you want
to install 4-wire LEDs, (running light,
brake light, turn signal with ground
wire), our IHL-04 modules are what you
need. 
“This family of modules remove the
brake light feature from the left and
right turn signal wire, thus providing a
traditional output of running light,
brake light and left and right turn
signals. 
“Our Indian ILL-IND-01 module
converts the factory rear turn signal and
running light functions over to running
light, brake light and turn signal
functionality once the stock LEDs have
been changed to our red LED and lens
kit. Lights up the rear of all 2014-up
Indians, except Scout models.
“The Victory models also have a few
modules that convert stock rear turn
signals into running lights, brake lights
and turn signal functionality using our
plug-n-play technology. Must change
OEM amber signals to red LEDs, or use
our OEM replica versions fitted with red
LEDs, chrome or black, and 100% plug-

n-play for easy installation. 
“New for 2017, Badlands will have two
new modules that offer sequential turn
signal flashing for Harley, Indian and
Victory. We also have new ATS self-
canceling turn signal modules that will
cancel turn signals using speed sensing
technology, just like factory modules.
“Lastly and most importantly, NAMZ
Custom Cycle Products is proud to
announce a new, lifetime warranty on
all Badlands modules (except LE-01
and LE-02) manufactured beginning 1-
1-2017! Badlands modules are fully
warranted against defects in materials
and workmanship with a lifetime
guarantee. 
“A sticker can be found on each module
that shows the lifetime warranty and
allows NAMZ to track every module
they produce.”

www.namzccp.com

    
   
   

   
  

      
     

    
       

      
   

       
     
     

     
  

     
     

   
    

    
    

    
     

    
      

    
    

     
     
     

     
      
      
    

   
     

    
      

  

        
   
  
     

    
   

   
    

   
   

     
  
   

   
   
   
     
   

    
     
    
    

  
     

    
     
     
   

  
   

  
   

  
     

  
     
    
    

   

    
   

  
    

    
    
    
   
   
   

     
    
     

     
 

    
    

    
   

   
  

    
    

     
     

    
    

   

    
     

  
      

     
     

      
      
      

     
 

      

The EPA’s announcement of
higher ethanol blends could
mean trouble for motorcyclists.
The AMA says that “none of the
estimated 22 million
motorcycles and all-terrain
vehicles in use in the United
States are approved by the EPA
to operate on ethanol blends
higher than 10 percent. Using
higher ethanol blends in those
vehicles is illegal and may
cause engine and fuel system
damage and void the
manufacturer's warranty.
Increasing the ethanol is going
to result in higher ethanol
blends, such as E15, at more
pumps and stations. The
widespread availability of E15
and higher ethanol fuels
increases the risk that owners
will inadvertently misfuel their
motorcycles." E15 fuel is a
blend of 85 percent gasoline
and 15 percent ethanol and
represents a 50 percent
increase in ethanol over the
common E10 blend most
Americans currently use in
their vehicles.

The Sturgis City Council has passed a
resolution standardizing the official
start date of the Rally as being the
first Friday of August, continuing
through the second Sunday. The
2017 start date will be Friday August
4 (through Sunday 13); in 2018 it
will officially start Friday August 3;
Aug 2 in 2019; Aug 7 in 2010. 

NEWS
BRIEFS
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‘Desert Racer’ wins
‘Operation Octane’

Victory Motorcycles has
announced that its ‘Operation
Octane’ custom-build
competition for authorized
Victory dealers was won by
Bernhard Peintner of Iwan-
Bikes in Germany with ‘Desert
Racer’; a total of 26 dealers
from around the world entered
the competition with three
weeks of public voting closing
21 November. 
The winning bike in North
America was ‘Evil Ethel’ built by
Rick Fairless’ Strokers Dallas; the
runner-up bike in international
markets was ‘Grifter’ (built by
Brisan Motorcycles in Australia),
with ‘King Octane’ (built by
Coastal Victory in Myrtle Beach,
USA) taking the runner-up spot in
North America.
Bernhard Peintner, the Dealer
Principal at Iwan-Bikes in
Germany, who built ‘Desert
Racer’, said: “We won! A
thousand thank yous to all guys
voting for us. We really won!
International Champion of the
‘Operation Octane’ contest. The
‘Desert Racer’ has special knobby
tires, a low handlebar, a metal
radiator protector, off-road
footrests, and a real leather seat
make you ready for hard rides.
The front suspension is protected
and the rear fender is specially
designed for muddy roads. The
paint job was all airbrushed by
hand; it’s a real military color. We
also added throw-over bags to
finish the look.
Clint Davis, Dealer Principal at
Brisan Motorcycles in Australia,
who made ‘Grifter’, said: “We’ve
been associated with the Victory
brand since the beginning.
Building ‘Grifter’ was a heap of

fun for the team and allowed us
to take the Octane in a totally
new direction. The finished bike
is already creating enormous
interest in the showroom.
“Our goal was to create a
motorcycle that was still
recognizably an Octane, but
meaner, leaner and more eye-
catching than the standard bike.
It also needed to sound fantastic,
be great fun to ride and turn
heads wherever it goes. The
resulting build combines a hand-
made tail section, repurposed
Arrow exhaust with lobster back
headers, metallic cherry and
graphite paintwork, and 18�
Performance Machine wheels.”
North American Champion
Strokers Dallas said of their ‘Evil
Ethel’: “Take a mean bike and
make it meaner. That’s the vision
we had in our mind for our evil
Victory Octane that we call
Ethel.”
North American runner-up
Coastal Victory said the following
about ‘King Octane’: “Keeping
with the Victory brand tradition,
we added fenders from a Victory
Kingpin (modified to fit), had our
painter (Rusty Nash) add a SIC
custom paint job and topped the
build off with a Ness intake and a
Bassini 2-into-1 exhaust.”
“We knew these Victory dealers
were going to produce some
stellar rides, and they did not
disappoint,” says Nate Secor,
Manager of Marketing, Victory
Motorcycles. “Congratulations to
all of the participating dealers on
their impressive creations!”

All the bikes can be seen at
www.victorymotorcycles.com/
en-us/operation-octane

‘King Octane’ built by Coastal Victory in Myrtle Beach, USA,
took the runner-up spot in North America

The runner up bike in International Markets was 'Grifter'

The winning bike in North America was
'Evil Ethel' built by Strokers Dallas

The winning bike in International Markets was
'Desert Racer' built by Iwan-Bikes in Germany
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Nick Beaulieu takes FreeStyle
and MOD Retro at NYC J&P
Ultimate Builder round
Last year Nick Beaulieu (Forever
Two Wheels, Windham, Maine)
took 2nd in New York and 2nd
in the Ultimate Builder National
Championship in Chicago. This
year he threw down the
gauntlet to his fellow
competitors with 1st place
FreeStyle and MOD Retro wins
at the Javits Center, New York
City round on the weekend of
December 10/11.
Billed as “the nation’s largest
motorcycle builder competition
series,” the J&P Cycles Ultimate
Builder Custom Bike Show
features more than 350
motorcycles and the talents of
dozens of local builders at each
stop of the Progressive
International Motorcycle Show
series tour.
In the FreeStyle Class Nick’s
‘Hate Machine’ custom chopper
featured a custom-made girder
front end, hand-made frame
with Pentagram downtube and
axle blocks, one-off Pentagram
wheels, hand-made exhaust
with Pentagram exhaust tips,
custom tail section and
aluminum gas tank, powered by
an S&S 111 incher with a Baker
6-speed, featuring a BDL belt
drive. 
Jeremy Cupp (LC Fabrications,
Grottoes, Virginia) was second
in the Green Earth Technologies

sponsored Freestyle Class with
a custom Sportster.
Beaulieu also scooped the Royal
Enfield sponsored, K&N Filters
supported Retro MOD class with
“Cupcake”, a 1963 4-speed
kickstart Panhead with open
belt, hand-made exhaust, one-
off dual Brembo rear brakes
with hidden mount, 21” spool
front wheel with a super narrow
front end, and hand-made
purple glass headlight lens, shift
knob and taillight. 
Nick spent over $10,000 on
hand-chiselled engraving and a
hand-made steel gas tank with
aluminum side panels with a
hand-formed tail section and
hand-tooled seat. Runner-up

was Charlie Vanvalkenburgh
with a 1966 Honda 305
Scrambler. 
With Harley as presenting
sponsor and J&P Cycles, J&M
Motorcycle Audio and K&N
Filters providing product
sponsorship, Steve Iacona
(Iacona Customs, Brooklyn, NY)
won the Modified Harley class
with ‘Phoenix’, a 1992 1200cc
Sportster modified with a hand-
fabricated oil tank, oil cooler
shroud, front and rear fenders,
front fairing, gas tank, tail
section and exhaust pipes.
Michael Cupelli was runner-up
with a custom Softail.
Evan Favaro (Speakeasy Motors,
Wallkill, NY) took the Condor
sponsored MOD Custom class
win with ‘Ethel’, a 2015
hardtailed tribute bike with
prototype billet/Lexan valve
covers, custom neck, leaf spring
front end by Kiwi Indian, bevel
gear throttle, hand-fabricated
split tanks, fenders, stainless
exhaust, stainless seat with
hand-tooled pad, 21” front
wheel, custom intake and rear
brake. Runner-up was Sam Kiley
with a 2016 custom Indian
Scout
‘Best Paint’ was awarded to
Michael Cupelli for his custom
big-wheel Softail. The People’s
Choice recipient was Steven

Freestyle class winner – ‘The Hate Machine’ by Nick Beaulieu of Forever Two Wheels, Windham, Maine
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Aficionados of the legendary
Norton brand will be interested
to know that current Norton
owner Stuart Garner has
confirmed plans to start hand-
building an initial limited
edition of 200 72-degree
1200cc V4 Ducati challengers at
its Donnington Hall, UK facility
next Fall in advance of a hoped
for lower cost, higher volume
“standard version” thereafter.

Well known off-road specialist
Penton Racing Products is pulling the
plug on PVL ignitions. “After decades
of providing performance ignitions
and service, we have decided to
retire from the ignition business,”
says Jack Penton, son of well-known
founder John Penton. ”We are
working with our dealers to put
inventory in their stores, and I am
talking to interested parties that may
wish to continue where we are
leaving off selling performance
ignitions.” 

Troubled Italian manufacturer
MV Agusta has signed a
“binding agreement” for an
undisclosed “capital increase”
with NYC based asset manager
Black Ocean Group. The
recapitalization is one stage in
a restructuring plan that the
company needs in order to
implement a restructuring plan
by the end of 2016 in order to
meet the terms of its
“Composition" with its
creditors”. The company has
long since burned through the
$20m dowry left to it by Harley-
Davidson, amassed at least
$55m of additional debt, spent
the $30m that Mercedes paid
for a 25 percent, and
subsequently spectacularly
fallen out with an investor who
is reluctant to increase its
exposure without being able to
take a controlling interest –
something that CEO Giovanni
Castiglioni is adamant will not
happen. Six months ago there
were informal talks between
MV Agusta and Polaris, but they
ultimately came to nothing 
(so far!).

Polaris is recalling certain model year
2015-2017 Slingshot motorcycles
manufactured March 4, 2014 to
October 7, 2016. The affected
vehicles may have insufficient
clearance between the fuel line and
the hood structure.

NEWS
BRIEFS
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Clark for his turbo-charged
100ci EVO custom chopper. He
won a custom 500 lid from Bell
Helmets and $100 gift
certificate from J&P Cycles.
Mark Klein of Different Horse
Customs took the ‘Ingenuity
Award’ for his Indian
Motorcycle Scout reverse trike.
The ‘Most Original Award’ went
to Paul Andrecola of Green
Earth Technologies for his killer
custom trike that is detuned at
1200 hp.
The K&N award winner is #175,
Thomas Foulds of DIY Cycle
Parts. His 750cc Yamaha Virago
features a custom cafe racer
style build with paint from
Working Class Choppers.
The “Sho Dog” is awarded to
the individual that works the
show to promote their business
and the custom bike industry.
Dennis Tang won The
Leatherworks solo chopper bag,
the home of the nickel bag.
Elite-level, custom motorcycle
creations compete for cash and
product prizes. The Chicago stop
hosts the Championship round
of the J&P Cycles Ultimate
Builder Custom Bike Show, and
both professional and amateur
builders from throughout the US
will compete for cash and
product valued at $50,000, the
largest prize of any competition
in the United States.
There are four classes at the J&P

Cycles Ultimate Builder Custom
Bike Show. These classes
accommodate every
conceivable custom creation, as
there is a bike for each class
and a class for each bike.
1) FreeStyle – Open class for
any build with a motorcycle
based drivetrain; any 2 or 3
wheel motorcycle as defined by
the DMV. Motorcycle must run.
2) Retro MOD – Open class for
any build with a motorcycle
based drivetrain 1984 or older;
OEM driveline with stock,
modified or aftermarket frame.
No reproduction engines
allowed. Any 2 or 3 wheel
motorcycle as defined by the
DMW. Motorcycle must run.
3) MOD Custom – Must have a
major OEM engine and frame.
Neck may be cut to rake or
stretch frame. Hardtail sections,
stretched swingarms and wide
tire kits are acceptable. Includes
OEM cases. Any 2 or 3 wheel
motorcycle as defined by the
DMV.
4) MOD Harley – Must have
Harley-Davidson engine cases
and frame. Neck may be cut to
rake or stretch frame. Hardtail
sections and wide tire kits are
acceptable. Touring models,
Softails, Dynas, FXRs, Sportsters
and V-Rods qualify for this class.
Must be a 2 or 3 wheel
motorcycle configuration as
defined by the DMV. 

Modified Harley winner – ‘Phoenix’ by Steve Iacona, Brooklyn

‘Cupcake’ by Nick Beaulieu of Forever Two Wheels, Windham, Maine

http://www.ultimaproducts.com
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Midwest adds to
Ultima lines for 2017
Pevely, Missouri based manufacturer
and distributor Midwest Motorcycle
Supply say their 2017 catalog “has all
the essentials that matter, and as many
as possible at a frugal price.”
Their own proprietary Ultima Products
program includes the Ultima engine
family “that shows up in world class
custom bike competitions and is drag
raced by Chariots of Fire Racing here in
the Midwest.” 
New for 2017, the Ultima Competition
engine series is offered in a new
“blackout” engine finish, with their
own Shovelhead style engine back in
black again. Ultima also offers dealers
access to a comprehensive program of
Twin Cam engine re-building, backed
by a 6-month, 6,000-mile warranty.
New driveline products from Ultima
include 2” late model primary belt
drives for 2006 and up Dynas and 2017
and up Softails; black 2” and 3.35”

Ultima belt drives. In wheels, Ultima has
new “Manhattan” and “Kool Kat”
aluminum wheels, including 23” and
26” sizes; King spokes, also available in
23” and 26” and in black; plus a new
60-spoke line of wheels in all black and
matching polished or black anodized
forward controls.
Also new for 2017, new 2-into-1
Competition Series exhaust systems are
available in chrome or black finish,
along with a range of matching tips.
The Ultima exhausts program also
includes ‘Big Growl’ 2 into 2 pipes in
thick wall tubing with reinforced
mounting brackets and no-weld, one-
piece 1.75” to 2.25” step-ups.
Available in 10 different styles in show
quality chrome for Softails and 1986 -
2003 Sportsters. 
“Our Ultima Motor Works program is
still running strong – the beauty is still
meeting the beast with engines

available in a multitude of
displacements from 100 – 140ci and
finishes like the Diamond Cut, Black
Gem and polished and black powder-
coated.
“All our drivetrain products, like our
Ultima 3.35” and 2” belt drives and
transmissions, are rugged, long-lasting
units available for Evo Softail and Twin
Cam and Evo Dynas. Complete
drivetrain packages include the Ultima
6 RSD or LSD transmissions, powerful
ThunderFire starter motors and
ThunderVolt AGM batteries.”
www.midwestmc.net
www.ultimaproducts.com

AMA seeks to ensure motorcycle
compatibility as U.S. D.O.T. publishes
mandatory V2V technology proposal 
The AMA has called for
motorcyclists to be included in
the discussion, planning and
implementation of the policies
and regulations governing the
rollout of mandatory vehicle-to-
vehicle communications
technology in new cars.
It acknowledges that such
technology can “benefit all road
users,” but Wayne Allard, AMA
Vice President of Government
Relations, says “we have been
representing the interests of the
motorcycling community since
Day 1 on this issue. We certainly
recognize and appreciate the
potential for improved safety as
vehicles communicate while in
operation, but we want to
ensure that the detection and
response sensors and software
can detect motorcyclists and
respond appropriately.”
The AMA says that the U.S.
Department of Transportation
has issued a proposed rule
(December 13) that would
advance the deployment of
connected vehicle technologies
throughout the nation’s light-
vehicle fleet. The Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking would
enable vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)

communication technology on all
new light-duty vehicles, enabling
new crash-avoidance
applications that, once fully
deployed, could prevent
hundreds of thousands of
crashes every year by helping
vehicles “talk” to each other.
The proposed rule would require
automakers to include V2V
technologies in all new light-
duty vehicles, which are
passenger cars and some pick-up
trucks. The rule proposes
requiring V2V devices to “speak
the same language” through
standardized messaging
developed with industry.
In addition, the Federal Highway
Administration plans to issue
guidance for Vehicle-to-
Infrastructure (V2I)
communications, which the D.O.T.
says will help transportation
planners integrate the
technologies to allow vehicles to
“talk” to roadway infrastructure
such as traffic lights, stop signs
and work zones to improve
mobility, reduce congestion and
improve safety.
“This new technology could help
motorcyclists immensely by
alerting drivers of a rider’s

presence as they prepare to
make a left turn or approach a
motorcycle from the rear,” Allard
said. “The AMA has submitted
comments to the D.O.T. and its
National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration since this
technology first came to light.
And we plan to work with the
current administration, the
incoming administration and
Congress on these issues.”
Among the AMA’s concerns are
that software and sensors be
designed to recognize
motorcycles and respond
appropriately; that personal
privacy be protected and
deployed tech be ‘Hack-Safe’;
and that there be an option to
turn off the signal to prevent
unwanted tracking - though just
how compatible such an option
would be, given the parallel
development of autonomous
driving systems on cars, remains
to be seen.

www.americanmotorcyclist.com

Philadelphia based Christini
Technologies has been
awarded a contract from the
U.S. Air Force for the delivery
of 54 of their All Wheel Drive
450E Military Edition
motorcycles. Christini had
previously delivered All Wheel
Drive motorcycles to the U.S.
Navy, U.S. Border Patrol, UK
military, UAE, Jordan, and
other NATO forces.

The process of authorized Harley
dealership churn and ownership
consolidation continues –
Milwaukee Harley-Davidson has
become the ninth acquisition of the
Saint Charles, Illinois based Windy
City Group (now making them the
third largest dealer group in the
U.S.). Windy City was founded in
2001 by Jill and Ozzie Giglio.

Honda of South Carolina Mfg.
is making a $45m, 250 job
investment in a 115,000 sq ft
expansion and “innovation
project” to meet “growing
demand for Honda side-by-
side vehicles produced
exclusively” at its South
Carolina plant.

Chinese owned Italian motorcycle
brand Benelli has been declared
bankrupt by an Italian court in a
dispute with KTM owned WP
Suspension over more than
$100,000 of unpaid bills. Benelli
claims its cash-flow is in the black
and that it can pay its creditors,
despite a reported debt mountain
of over $1m, an $800,000 loss in
2014 and a massive $5m plus
haemorrhage in 2015.

The popular French made EMD
line of finned and retro styled
covers and accessories (by
Esteves Motorcycle Design)
are being distributed in USA
by Californian parts specialist
The Speed Merchant, in a
reciprocal arrangement that
sees dealers in Europe able to
access TSM parts through
EMD.

Harley-Davidson had sold 11,210
motorcycles in Germany by the end
of November 2016, for a 7.19%
market share, putting them in fifth
place (in absolute terms) in the
German motorcycle market, behind
BMW, Yamaha, Honda and KTM,
but ahead of the likes of Kawasaki,
Suzuki, Ducati and Triumph. In
motorcycle terms, Harley's market
share for the first 11 month of the
year in Germany is 10.38%, with
Indian Motorcycle posting their first
market share core at 0.73% YTD
(785 units) and Victory at 0.46%
(494 units).

NEWS
BRIEFS
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E With riders now eyeing enhancements for the riding season
ahead, a timely reminder comes from Avon Lake, Ohio based
protective barrier specialist Design Engineering (DEI) that
wiring looms are among those areas of the motorcycle that
are most at risk from the cold and damp of winter garage
conditions.
DEI says their protective Split Sleeve is a “great way to
organize and add extra protection to exposed wire looms,
hoses and cables. Featuring a clean, classy look that preserves
sensitive parts from abrasion and the elements, the durable
heat and solvent resistant Split Sleeve loom can be easily
installed over existing installations, with no splicing needed”.
DEI motorcycle product specialist Brian VanKoevering says that
“Split Sleeve won’t crack, hold moisture or look cheap like
conventional plastic tubing. It is ideal for speaker wires,
auxiliary lights, custom wiring harnesses and more. Use it to
replace cracked, worn or just plain ugly old covers for a
professional, tidy appearance that could be saving potential
problems later.”
Available in a choice of widths, it is easily removed for service

or wiring replacement and includes silicone tape to secure
ends. Brian says that it provides “a great finishing touch for
customizers running unconventional wiring or hose set-ups.”

DESIGN ENGINEERING INC
Avon Lake, Ohio, USA
Tel: 440 930 7940
sales@designengineering.com
www.deipowersports.com

Big brake floating rotor kits
Available through Drag Specialties, Arlen Ness big brake
floating rotor kits include an oversized floating stainless steel
rotor, billet brake caliper adapter and all necessary hardware.
The company says they provide a massive 30 percent minimum
increase in stopping power compared to the stock factory-sized
rotors and are designed to work with the factory fork legs.
They are available as right or left side 14” kits for ’00-’17
FLT/FLHR/FLHX models with 17” or larger front wheels, ’15-‘16
Softails and ’06-’16 Dyna models with stock 11.8” hub mount
rotor and 19” or larger front wheels.

DRAG SPECIALTIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com

Shifter mechanism
sleeve 
tool

Californian specialist JIMS say this lifetime warranty backed
shifter mechanism sleeve removal and installation tool is a real
time saver for removing and installing the shifter mechanism sleeve
in Cruise Drive Big Twin transmissions.  With this new tool, the sleeve (bushing) can be removed and installed correctly
without disassembling the transmission, saving hours of labor.  “This tool will pay for itself in one use,” say JIMS. For use
on 2006 Dyna and all 2007-present Big Twin models with Cruise Drive 6-speed transmission.

JIMS, USA, www.jimsusa.com

Freshen up the look
of tired wiring
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New in the house at
Motorcycle Storehouse
Crate-ready to replace the stock lower end of ‘84-
‘99 1340cc/80” Evolution Big Twins, these “short
blocks” include the bullet-

proof S&S Super Stock crankcases for stock 3 1/2"
bore cylinders with stock 4 1/4" stroke flywheels and
rods installed by S&S and balanced to stock weight
pistons. 
Compatible with carburetor or fuel injection and all
stock and most aftermarket components, the cases
are available in a natural aluminum or wrinkle black
finish.
The latest series of Biltwell’s Limited Edition helmets
are “both retro and exclusive,” according to

Motorcycle Storehouse, with Limited Edition designs
only available for one year. Featuring a small outer
shell to “offer the genuine 70s look,” they meet
American D.O.T. safety standards.
Also seen here, these La Rosa genuine 9 ounce
leather saddlebags with fuel bottle holder are
available for Softail or rigid applications; black or
green canvas versions also available.

MOTORCYCLE STOREHOUSE BV
Bedum, NETHERLANDS
Tel: +31 (0)50 303 9775
info@mcseurope.nl
www.motorcyclestorehouse.nl

Upper fork cover kit for 48s
Italian specialist Free Spirits says that the
new gloss black painted, CNC-machined
billet aluminum upper fork covers in this kit
for 2016 and up H-D 48s “slide over the
fork tube between the OEM triple trees to
cover exposed legs.” 
Sold in pairs, they come with O-ring and fit
49 mm stem forks.

FREE SPIRITS S.r.l.
Carrè (VI), ITALY
Tel: +39 0445 390437
info@freespirits.it
www.freespiritsparts.com

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

http://www.airfxusa.com
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Californian exhaust manufacturer TBR (Two Brothers
Racing) has released versions of its hand-crafted
Comp Series exhaust systems tuned for Street Bob,
Lowrider, Wide Glide or Fat Bob Dyna models.
Said to offer classic bobber styling, TBR says “take a
hold on modern engineering with era appropriate
styling. Whatever you're riding, you will feel
horsepower gains, and we think the best sounding
exhaust on the market.”
Said to be “tuned for max torque and increased
horsepower,” features include swept-up muffler for

enhanced ground clearance, carbon fiber end cap,
hand TIG-welded, mandrel-bent stainless steel
tubing, high-temp SS wool and packing material.
Available in brush finish or ceramic black, they accept
the stock O2 sensor and fit with forward and mid-
controls on 1996-2016 FXDB, FXDL, FXDWG, FXDF
models and 1990-1994 FXR applications.
Also seen here, for most 2008-2016 Dynas (and
2008-2015 Softails), TBR’s patent pending 2-in-1
Comp-V direct V-stack high-flow air filter system

gives riders the option to quickly change the
threaded V-stack for a direct air intake or threaded
billet cap to bring in air through the high-flow air
filter for “significant performance gains over the
stock H-D tear drop air cleaner.”

TWO BROTHERS RACING
Santa Ana, California, USA
Tel: 714 550 6070
www.twobros.com

‘Omega’ air cleaners for
improved riding position
These ‘Omega’ air cleaners, designed
and manufactured by Lake
Havasu City, Arizona based
accessory specialist Joker
Machine, feature a compact
design that adds “much
needed leg clearance over the
stock air cleaner and have a
high flowing air filter for
Sportster, Softail and Dyna
models.”
At 4-3/16” wide and 3-3/8”
tall, they sit off the bike by 3-5/8”,

improving your riding position for a
more comfortable ride. The high-

flow K&N filter adds more
horsepower and
performance. They fit
2000-up Softail and Dyna,
and 1991-up Sportster

models (will not fit 2008-up FL
throttle by wire models).
Available in gloss black or
chrome plated finishes.

They are CNC-machined from
billet aluminum and available in

gloss black or chrome plated finishes.

JOKER MACHINE
Lake Havasu City, Arizona, USA
Tel: 909 596 9690
sales@jokermachine.com
www.jokermachine.com

Patent pending 2-in-1 Comp-V direct V-stack
high-flow air filter system

TBR Comp Series for Dyna models

TBR Competition
Series 2:1 for Dyna
models – “modern
engineering with
era appropriate
styling”

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
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ODC grips and levers
Based near Milan, Italian designer Christian
Cagnola’s OttoDiCuori (ODC) business is well known
for its custom bikes, but also has a fast growing
reputation for their parts and accessories program.
Their core business is front suspensions, and in prior
editions of AMD Magazine we have showcased their
‘Milano’ and ‘Roma’ inverted front fork assemblies

and pressurized shock absorbers for touring models.
However, they also offer a substantial range of
accessory and replacement assembly options, such
as the tourer custom lights and engine cover series
seen in AMD Magazine recently. Here we see a
selection of their CNC-machined billet aluminum
grips and levers.

ODC/OTTO DI CUORI
Vanzaghello, Milan, ITALY
Tel. +39 0331 659803
info@ottodicuori.it
www.ottodicuori.it

Lever set, stylish and comfortable
precision CNC-machined billet aluminum
brake and clutch levers, available in
black anodized, chrome and brass

Grip set, made in CNC aluminum with unique,
durable, grip-friendly colorway-mix billet resin
insert. Available for all dual cable and throttle by
wire models in a choice of black anodized,
chrome, brass, grey anodized and bronze
anodized

http://www.motorcyclestorehouse.nl


Now available with 2” of
backsweep, Biltwell say their
‘Murdock’ risers put the
control center “right where
it needs to be for maximum
control and comfort.”
Available in chrome or black
with 8”, 10” and 12” height
opt ions, they are
investment-cast steel one-
piece top clamp designs with
threaded lower mounting
bungs and TIG-welded
0.120” wall, 4130 chromoly
steel uprights.
The 1/2 - 13 threaded holes
on the mounting bases accept
stock H-D hardware; the handlebar
clamp bolt pattern fits the
speedo/tach bracket on many stock
Harleys.

BILTWELL INC.
Temecula, California, USA
Tel: 951 699 1500
service@biltwellinc.com
www.biltwellinc.com

‘Track’ 2-into-1 high pipe
RSD have released an updated version of
their ‘Tracker’ exhaust, with reduced
weight, improved performance and
simplified tip to create the ‘Track’ 2-into-1
high pipe.
“There is no better option when you’re
looking for ground clearance and an
aggressive look,” says the Californian
design specialist. Their “Black Ops” system
features a matt black ceramic exhaust with
gloss black heat shields, logo and tip. The
chrome system features a matt black

ceramic exhaust with chrome heat shields
and tip.
Said to be “inspired by an exhaust you
might find on a high speed, wide open flat
track racer, these lightweight pipes give you
unparalleled Vance & Hines performance
and breathe some life into your Softail or
Sportster.”
Features include race quality, high
temperature black ceramic coating,
monofilament fiberglass and stainless steel
wool muffler packing, drilled heat shields
with V&H logo stamp, and a redesigned
baffle for a deeper tone.

ROLAND SANDS DESIGN
Los Alamitos, California, USA
Tel: 562 493 5297
info@rolandsands.com
www.rolandsands.com

‘Murdock’
pullback
risers
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Bassani for M-8 Tourers
Californian exhaust manufacturer Bassani has
updated many of its touring exhaust options for
2017 M-8 applications.
Available in black or chrome, their popular ‘Road
Rage’ 2:1 systems with 4” Megaphone style or
straight can muffler housings feature 1 ¾ to 1 7/8“
industrial chrome stepped headers, O2 ports, full
coverage heat shields and a choice of billet end caps.
The Megaphones are available with removable
baffle; the straight can style mufflers have a specially
designed 3-stepped baffle that is said to be
“acoustically tuned to deliver a unique exhaust
sound while providing maximum performance.”

BASSANI XHAUST
Anaheim, California, USA
Tel: 714 630 1821
motorcycle@bassani.com
www.bassanipipes.com

Bassani’s ‘Road Rage’ 2:1s with 4” megaphone style muffler housings feature 1 3/4” o 1 7/8” industrial
chrome stepped headers, full coverage heat shields, 12mm O2 port and removable baffle. Also available
with straight can style muffler housings and acoustically tuned baffles and choice of end caps.

When it comes to steering damper kits, one
of the market’s “go to” vendors is Ventura,
California based specialist Storz
Performance – purveyors of only the finest
quality suspension and handling products.
Seen here, their HDFXD-49 steering damper
kit is installed on a 2017 Dyna Low Rider S.
This kit fits all 2006 to current model Dynas,
except the Wide Glide. It features a 16-
position adjustable, rebuildable, racing
quality, linear steering damper. “Ever seen a
rotary damper on a Moto GP bike”? asks
Steve Storz…“no, neither have we”!
This one is a simple installation that mounts
with CNC billet aluminum brackets and
comes with complete instructions and all
necessary hardware. Steering damper kits
for 2000-05 Dynas, FXR, XL and most V-Rod
models also available.

STORZ PERFORMANCE INC.
Ventura, California, USA
Tel: 805 641 9540
admin@storzperf.com
www.storzperf.com

10.5” Sportster shocks
These low riding 10.5" Drag Specialties shock
absorbers (in chrome or black) for ’04 – ’16 Sportsters
have steel dual-tube hydraulic damper bodies with
hard chrome shafts and mount with the existing
hardware.
Dual-rate progressive wound springs are said to deliver
a smooth, controlled ride; features include adjustable
spring preload, billet aluminum end caps/eyelets.

DRAG SPECIALTIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com

Sinister air cleaners
Californian wheel manufacturer Sinister has
introduced air cleaner designs to match its
most popular wheel, rotor and pulley

combinations.
Available in chrome, all black, black
and machined or in any custom color

combination, Sinister say that
they represent simple,
bolt-on performance on
bikes with stock
exhausts, and
aftermarket exhausts
(after install requires
simple
reprogramming).
Sinister air cleaners
are CNC-machined
from 6061-T6 heat-

treated aluminum and come with high
performance S&S Stealth air cleaner kit.

SINISTER WHEEL
Turlock, California, USA
Tel: 209 664 0207
info@sinisterwheel.com
www.sinisterwheel.com
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Labyrinth

Big Daddy
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Storz/Ceriani
steering damper
kit for 2017 Dyna
H-D models
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Following the debut of
AMD’s new ‘CUSTOM
WORLD’ newsletter
last month, we present
the first in an equally
‘ad-hoc’ series of
‘CUSTOM WORLD’
print and digital
edition special
supplements …

T
he international reaction to this
year’s 13th AMD World
Championship of Custom Bike
Building and first ever

‘INTERMOT Customized’ has been
exceptional.
Widely touted as an all-new headquarters
event for the international custom
motorcycle and parts and accessory industry,
Koelnmesse’s success with the debut of their
‘Show-in-Show’ concept has been a positive
addition – both for the custom market and
for INTERMOT.
Planning is already underway for 2018, when
we expect to see a record number of bikes
enter the AMD World Championship in
European terms, and to see the 2016
attendance of over 150,000 dealers and
riders exceeded – Koelnmesse’s survey team
found that some 70 percent of all 220,000

INTERMOT visitors said they visited
‘INTERMOT Customized’.
On the following pages we feature a further
selection of the bikes that competed in
October 2016 – altogether some 67
competitors from 23 different countries
brought more than 80 bikes to ‘The AMD’,
more than half of them making their

international debut. 
More than 14 different countries were
represented in the Top 20 of the acclaimed
Freestyle class alone, with a builder from
Japan scooping the top prize (the third time
someone from Japan has headed home as
AMD World Champion); all five classes were
won by builders from different countries –
Japan, Italy, Germany, Ireland, Ukraine.
Hall 10 at Koelnmesse is the venue where the
Custom World really does come together!
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Left to Right – ‘ShowMaster’ Neil Blaber; Michael
Naumann of Schermbeck, Germany, took second
place in the 2016 AMD World Championship; AMD
Editor-in-Chief Robin Bradley
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Modified Harley-Davidson winner Christoph
Madaus is an AMD World Championship local
– his German Motorcycle Authority is based in

Cologne, and his ‘Milwaukee Mile’ won in a very tight
vote in a very competitive class.
As permitted by the class rules, the engine is a 1340cc
1986 Evo, updated with S&S heads, single pump
camshafts, dry sump lubrication, 12 Volt alternator, gel
battery, multi-disc oil bath clutch, five-speed
transmission, primary and secondary drive chain.
This was Christophe’s second time in the AMD World
Championship, having won the AMD Affiliate event in
Hall 10 at INTERMOT in 2008 and gone on to finish just
outside the Top 20 at Sturgis in 2009 with ‘Twintrax
Power Plus’.
One of the most radical and advanced bikes ever seen in
the Championship program at that stage, it was a Drag
Race inspired twin Evo style S&S 80”/1340cc engined
power breathing monster with the four heads feeding
into a single collector, then into two SuperTrapp disc
mufflers.
‘Milwaukee Mile’ may look tame by comparison, but it is
true to the aim of the Modified Harley class – to show
that a radical performance pedigree is the perfect
background for a streetable performance solution.

www.german-motorcycle-authority.com

™

2009 ‘Twintrax’
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German Motorcycle Authority

‘Milwaukee Mile’ Germany

Christophe Madaus took the Modified Harley class
win with ‘Milwaukee Mile’ – proof that a “radical
performance pedigree is the perfect background
for a streetable performance solution”

One Way Machine
‘Iron Riot’

Julian von Oheimb is one of the most consistent and top
performing engineers since AMD brought its World
Championship to Europe in 2013. 

That year, at Essen, Julian scooped second place in the
Modified Harley-Davidson class behind Winston Yeh of
Rough Crafts, Taiwan fame. That was with ‘La Salle’, a superb
retro interpretation of a 1994 Softail. 
Through his One Way Machine business at Staufenberg, near
Frankfurt, Germany, Julian sells modified Harleys worldwide
and has a big reputation for quality, rideable, street legal
custom engineering that gets noticed for all the right reasons.
Two years ago, the first year AMD brought the World
Championship to INTERMOT, Julian went one better, taking

the Modified Harley-Davidson class win with the much
admired and internationally acclaimed ‘Brougham’ – a 2001
Softail loaded with hand-made craftsmanship and attention
to detail.
In 2016 Julian was on the stage again, again taking second
place in the Modified Harley-Davidson class, this time with
‘Iron Riot’, a 1450cc 2001 Softail with a modified Sportster
front end. Not only is Julian a trained engineer and motorcycle
manufacturer in his own right, but Harley-Davidsons are
pretty much in his DNA – very much a family tradition and
one that Julian is taking forward for a new generation of
custom riders for whom craftsmanship, purity and design
integrity are their watchwords.

Germany

MODIFIED
HARLEY
WINNER

MODIFIED
HARLEY

2nd PLACE
www.onewaymachine.com



Larry has lost his soul to the cause of winning. He
has been bitten by the bug for years; he is hooked
on the drug – the obsession to win ‘The AMD’,

and there’s no question that he has the pedigree and
exceptional design and engineering skills to put him
right in the cross-hairs of success.
At INTERMOT in 2016 Larry brought two exquisite
customs. ‘Circus of Speed’, a 2010 900cc ‘Hinckley’
Bonneville, which was voted just outside the Top 10
in 14th place, and a second entry in the Freestyle class,
‘Roadrunner’ - a triumph of the imagination, design
creativity and engineering craftsmanship, based on a
140cc Lifan engine that came 18th.
Larry’s AMD World Championship odyssey started in
2008, at Sturgis, where he also brought two bikes.
‘Café Rouge’, a totally hand-crafted, one-of-a-kind
custom with acrylic gas tank and fenders was based
on an 850cc 1976 Norton engine and narrowly missed
out on the Top 10, finishing 11th on a tie-break; with
‘Lamb Chop 2’ (a RevTech 88” engined rigid with a
Dyna 5-speed drivetrain in a hand-built Renolds
tubing frame) scoring him a second Top 30 finish in a

year that saw nearly 60 bikes compete in the Freestyle
class alone.
However, there are still those who wonder how his
superb ‘Son of a Gun’ didn’t scoop top honours at
Sturgis in 2011. Based around a lovingly restored and
re-engineered 1951 BSA 500 db32 Goldstar engine
with a BSA M21 gearbox, it featured hand-made one-
off components everywhere, including the frame and
the telescopic front end with 26 degrees of rake and
17” British Talon spoke wheels.
Larry sourced the engine and other materials from a
friend’s scrap bin, and with some 1,400 hours in it, but

less than $9,000 cash spent, at the time he described
the design ideas as “probably being a cross between
‘60s racing Hondas, two-stroke FS1E Yamahas and
British motorcycle heritage.”
A righteous but true “Son of a Gun” in pedigree terms!
www.lamb-engineering.com

www.AMDchampionship.com

™

FREESTYLE
18th PLACE

A long-term competitor at the AMD World Championship series, Larry Houghton
(Lamb Engineering, UK) is another of those “lost souls” ...

Lamb Engineering
United Kingdom

‘Roadrunner’

‘Circus of
Speed’

2008 ‘Café Rouge’ - Freestyle 11th place

2008 ‘Lamb Chop’ - Freestyle 27th place

2011 ‘Son of a Gun’ - Freestyle 2nd place
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One with quite a pedigre    
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having worked for no less than   
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many years.
Michael’s AMD World Champio      
Essen, Germany, with two bike       
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mann the ‘New Man’
    digree too, because Michael

  ster of his own destiny at his own
   porium at Schermbeck, Germany

   d his trade at a classy school,
    s than former AMD World

  rforth of Thunderbike fame for
 

   mpionship debut came in 2013 at
    bikes in the Top 20 of the

    as the first iteration of the AMD
   urope at Big Bike Europe, Essen.

    ’52-Stick’ was voted 10th, with
    ed 1958 Shovel, coming 19th.

     D World Championship at
   he first time, ‘Mr Flatty’ (a 1942

WLC) gave Michael another 10th place, with ‘Virus’, an
early Harley engined Shovel from 1958, making it a 
repeat-double in 19th place.
Given that success, and describing his second place in 2016
with ‘Simple Iron’ as his breakout year, is to do his success
to date and the quality of his prior bikes a massive
disservice.
However, with many people figuring his modified Ironhead
Sportster (with German made TTS spoke wheels) as a
short-odds win favorite before the Saturday judging (along
with Larry Moore from the United States), it certainly caps
off a remarkable 41 months of AMD World Championship
success.
www.naumann.bike

nn & Co
ple Iron’
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Thunderbike 
Andreas Bergerforth’s 

‘30th Anniversary Pan’
Germany

Sweden Finland

Iwas honored to be asked by the AMD team
to pick my favourite of the bikes at their
12th AMD World Championship of Custom

Bike Building, but it was a dilemma for me. 
The show entrants included two of my close
friends - Johnny Martinsson with “Jolly
Jumper”, an S&S 93” engined Panhead with a
4” over Springer by Mr Moore, and “Hard
Soup”, an 80” 1974 Evo/Shovel FLH hybrid by
Juho Rouhu of Finland with his own frame
and a lot of his own parts and work.
Both are great bikes and just to my taste, but
since they were built, owned and ridden by
my personal buddies, I decided to put
personal favoritism to one side, and from the
80 other bikes settled on another one that
appealed to my personal tastes – I asked

myself which bike I would ride out of here if I
could get away with it, and the one that
appealed to me most was the ‘30th
Anniversary Pan’ by former World Champion
Andreas Bergerforth of Germany.
Built to celebrate the 30th anniversary of his
Thunderbike dealership, it looked to me like
Andreas had also decided to honor his own
personal tastes with a bike that was a classic
homage to ‘Seventies Cool’.
It’s an Old School bike that drips with passion
and authenticity, with certain things and
decisions that really lift it
above the average level.
It manages to walk that
thin line between being
really specific without

being ‘kooky’ – it is real, rather than cliche. It
bears several very cool ideas that add rather
than detract, and it is elevated to its full
worth with the glorious finishing. I like that!

We have always been interested
to know what other custom
bike Editors think of the bikes

at 'The AMD', so we asked a selection of
them to make an 'Editor's Pick of their
favorites. Mala Malk, Editor of Kopteri
Magazine in Finland, chose '30th
Anniversary Pan' by former AMD World
Champion Andreas Bergerforth and the
team at Thunderbike in Germany ...

“

Lonehog
‘Jolly Jumper’

Spok Motor‘Hard Soup’

RETRO
MODIFIED
2nd PLACE

”

EDITOR’S CHOICE The choice of Mala Malk, Editor of Kopteri in Finland
www.kopteri.com
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2014 ‘Unbreakable’ - Freestyle 6th place

2012 ‘PainTTless’ - Freestyle Winner

2008 ‘Open Mind’ - Freestyle 5th place

2006 ‘Spectacula’ - Freestyle 2nd place

A former World
Champion returns,
again …

Andreas Bergerforth has had a remarkable
career in the motorcycle industry. When he
opened Thunderbike in 1986, it was as a

Suzuki dealership and he was at the cutting edge
of building Suzuki customs and showing the ‘art of
the possible’ that the Japanese power
plants had within them.
He then switched completely and
opened up as a Harley-Davidson
dealer and now, some 20 years or
so from that fateful decision,
Thunderbike is reputed to be the
largest Harley-Davidson dealer by
new unit numbers in Europe.
Andreas has always been a custom
bike fanatic at heart though, and that
is displayed graphically in his career involvement
with the AMD Championship program.
He competed successfully several times in the
European Championship when that was staged in
Germany, and took two bikes to the AMD World
Championship in 2006, the first year the event was
at the Sturgis Motorcycle Rally, and spectacularly
scooped-up a second place with ‘Spectacula’.
That was the good news – the bad news was that
he was hooked. As pernicious as any drug, he
couldn’t let it rest there – he had to have a win,
and after scoring a 5th place in 2008 with ‘Open
Mind’, he nailed it in 2012, the last year the event
was at Sturgis, with the universally acclaimed
‘PainTTless’.
Having scratched that itch, we figured Andreas
would chill and take a step back, but no, this is one
stubborn and natural born competitor.
Of course it is a lot easier for him now that the
AMD World Championship is just “down the road”
from his Hamminkeln German dealership, but we
are delighted to be able to see a former World
Champion, someone who has graced our stage
with so many fine bikes, come back again.
In 2013 in Essen, Andreas had ‘Radical Over’ in the
Production Manufacturer class; in 2014 he scored
a 6th place in the Freestyle class (his natural
habitat!) with ‘Unbreakable’, and in 2016 it was a
pleasure to be able to welcome him back to the
awards stage for a 5th time (if my math is right)
with a second place in the Retro Mod class for his
‘30th Anniversary Pan’.
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MOORE PLEASE
Yes, we’ll take more craftsmanship, originality and attention to
detail like this all day long please Larry … you can come again!

Having scooped a 7th place in the Freestyle
class at Sturgis in 2012 (the last time the AMD
World Championship was held in the USA),

Larry Moore (Moore Customs) of Wichita, Kansas,
won an expenses paid trip from AMD Magazine (bike
freight, air fare and hotel) to compete at ‘The AMD’
in Europe when he was ready to do so.
The cunningly disguised third-tube, leaf-sprung,
hard-tail-esque Softail called ‘Kontrolled Kaos’ that
scooped Best of Show at Donnie Smith’s invitational
(among others) was just the excuse Larry needed to
justify racing from a family wedding to the “Less
Kontrolled Kaos” that is a week in AMD’s company
in Germany! A well deserved 4th place in the
Freestyle class was his reward for doing so.
Touted as one of the favorites for the top title all
week, everything you see here (except the engine
and drivetrain) has been individually hand-crafted or
at least bespoke designed by Larry – from the 4130
chromoly 2 inch stretch (29 degree rake) frame, right
through to the 19” 5-spoke wheels (manufactured
in Kansas for him by master machinists Monster Race
Products) that are uncluttered by calipers and rotors
due to the Trans-brake.
Larry built his own H-D primary drive, and the 1976
74-inch Harley Shovelhead has been heavily

modified and re-tuned (Werners House of
Horsepower) with rare touches including split rocker
boxes with individual oil lines, hidden valve stems,
Lectron carbs, one-off manifolds and a dual Morris
Magneto set-up! 
Back in 2012, Larry won through to the AMD World
Championship thanks to a $3,000.00 expenses win
at the Ultimate Builder Show in Dallas, TX. Larry’s
bike (“Bad Influence”) was a custom rigid framed
(Racing Innovations), heavily raked springer
(Redneck) with an 80ci Harley-Davidson engine,
custom 2-into-2s, dual gas and oil tanks, RHS chain
final drive, dual calipers (front and rear, with hidden
lines and custom-built caliper brackets), hidden and
retractable license plate, custom-made handlebars
with hand-formed headlight, a hidden taillight and
hand-fabricated sheet metal. 

2012 ‘Bad Influence’ - Freestyle 7th place

Moore Customs
‘Kontrolled Kaos’

US

FREESTYLE 4th PLACE

V-

www.AMDchampionship.com
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Rizoma for Softail Slim
Founded in Italy in 2001 by brothers Fabrizio and Fabio
Rigolio, Rizoma is best known for its design-led
custom parts, accessory and conversion kits for most
popular makes and models of Japanese and European
made street and sportsbikes.
Through its universal fitment parts programs, it has
always offered bolt-on custom parts design solutions

for Harley riders, but has now added to those
applications with the first in what is likely to become
a series of model-specific kits for some of Harley’s
bestsellers.
The first to get Rizoma’s Italian design treatment is the
2014-2016 Softail Slim. The wide range of available
accessory design options includes multiple
mirrors/adapters, ride-by-wire grips, risers, handlebars,
brake and clutch levers and reservoirs, lights, fenders
and covers, an air cleaner kit, pegs and license plates.
Rizoma say that all their products are “functionally
designed and made almost exclusively from solid
blocks of aluminum. Combining beauty with
aerodynamics and light weight, Rizoma products
strive to ‘give shape to movement,’ a cornerstone of
the company’s ‘Created in Italy’ design philosophy.”
With its headquarters in Italy near Milan, Rizoma is a
worldwide organization with commercial offices in
several countries, including Rizoma USA Inc. located
in California; with a showroom in Beverly Hills. Their

current catalog, distributed to more than 160
countries, profiles a product line of more than 1500
products.  
Rizoma is headquartered in a 5,000 sq m (nearly
54,000 sq ft) manufacturing facility near Milan, Italy,
and says owes its success to its “ability to evolve with
changing cultural styles and influences, while retaining
our essentially Italian identity and strong emphasis on
the human touch in all our products.” 

RIZOMA S.r.l.
Ferno (VA), ITALY
Tel: +39 0331 242 020
info@rizoma.com
www.rizoma.com

Ballistic series Hi-Flow air cleaner
kits for M-8 Tourers
White House, Tennessee based ThunderMax
has released a new version of its Ballistic air
cleaner kit that is said to provide more air
flow, increased horsepower and improved
torque on 2017 M-8 Tourers. The solid one-
piece K&N air filter “provides superior
debris filtration while increasing
horsepower and torque.” 
The kit as shown comes with billet backing

plate, all mounting hardware and billet
throttle body accent cover.

THUNDERMAX
White House, Tennessee, USA
Tel: 615 672 8811
support@thunder-max.com
www.thunder-max.com
www.shoptmax.com

Woodward, Oklahoma based Covingtons Customs
has designed this new ‘Hole Shot’ style Destroyer
exhaust.
Previously created as a one-off custom design for
bikes built in-house, this popular exhaust is now
available for 1995 to present Harley-Davidson
Bagger and Touring models.  A variation on the
original ‘Destroyer’ exhaust system, the new ‘Hole
Shot’ edition offers additional visual detail and has
been proven to increase horsepower and torque on
both stock and modified motors.

The system includes heat shields, baffle, mounting
hardware, O2 ports and plugs; the pipe includes a
3-stepped header with a patented Covingtons 
3-bolt collector design, full header heat shields and
a short baffle.

COVINGTONS CUSTOMS
Woodward, Oklahoma, USA
Tel: 580 256 2939
info@covingtonscyclecity.com
www.covingtonscyclecity.com

Destroyer ‘Hole Shot’ exhaust

Upgrade to a TC and keep the early belt drive
Californian manufacturer Belt Drives Ltd. has developed a simple,
easily installed steel insert which allows a newer Twin Cam engine
to be run with a current or older belt drive system. This
insert is internally broached to match the 24-
spline sprocket shaft of the newer 2007-up
Twin Cam engine. 
Once installed it will allow riders with an
older BDL belt drive in an older style
motorcycle the opportunity to upgrade the
engine to a Twin Cam and still use the
primary belt drive kit that is already
installed. These inserts are available with

offsets from zero to 2” in ¼” increments and are supplied with all
new hardware to fit the new insert to a current offset front pulley. 

The only additional part that is needed is a longer 9/16”-12
replacement for the bolt that holds the front pulley to

the engine. 

BELT DRIVES LTD
Anaheim, California, USA

Tel: 714 693 1313
info@beltdrives.com
www.beltdrives.com
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‘Seventies Line’ retro style
hand control options
If you are looking for high quality details for your
retro build or conversion, Italian made and designed
‘Seventies Line’ handlebar controls by Kustom Tech
are just what you need.

Available as brake and clutch levers for 1” and 7/8”
handlebars, with 12mm (15/32”) or 14mm (9/16”)
bore piston master cylinders, they are available in a
selection of 14 different finishes from polished and
raw to satin and black.
Machined from forged aluminum, they are fully
rebuildable and feature a retro style finned cover and
smooth, ergonomically shaped lever; replacement
levers and brass clutch and M110x1 thread brake
cable register also available.

KUSTOM TECH
Monteoriolo Impruneta, Firenze, ITALY
Tel: +39 055 208204
info@kustomtech.eu
www.kustomtech.eu

Italian made forged aluminium retro style brake lever and master cylinder assemblies – the ‘Seventies
Line’ by Alessandro Pacelli, Kustom Tech left to right: 20-800 (12mm Brake, polished); 20-803 (14mm,
Brake, Polished); 20-801 (12mm, Brake, Satin); 20-822 (14mm, Brake, black); 20-805 (14mm, Brake, Raw)

20-800 20-803 20-801

20-822 20-805

Level-2 install ‘Up Yours’ 
2-into-1 performance exhaust
Designed for more horsepower and
equipped with a high performance baffle for
back pressure, the ‘Up Yours’ performance
exhaust is available from John Shope’s
Phoenix, Arizona based Dirty Bird Concepts
(DBC) for 2000 and up touring models.
Said to make up to 76.59 horsepower and
88.23 ft.lbs torque when used in
combination with their air cleaner, it is
available with choice of standard or

diamond chrome tip upgrade.
Described as a “Level 2” installation, DBC
say a stage 1 air cleaner must be used, and
use of a ThunderMax electronic fuel
management system is highly
recommended.
Made in the United States, it is available in
chrome or black, has O2 plugs at the stock
locations for 2009 and up applications; for
‘00 to ‘06 models the transmission bracket
must be spaced.

DIRTY BIRD CONCEPTS
Phoenix, Arizona, USA
Tel: 623 465 5263
www.dirtybirdconcepts.com
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‘Legend Gear’ retro-style soft
luggage fits more than 30 Harley
models
German luggage and
accessory specialist SW-
MOTECH launched a new
‘Legend Gear’ soft luggage
range earlier this year, and
has now extended its
applications to include
some 30 late and older
model Harley-Davidson
fitments.
‘Legend Gear’ luggage
includes model-specific carriers and will be
available for nearly all current Harley
models. 
Described as an “elegant soft luggage,
perfectly complementing the Harley-
Davidson’s design, the ‘Legend Gear’
luggage line combines ageless 'retro'
design with contemporary materials and
versatile fastening systems. Offering bags

for the tank, tail, saddle and side of the
bike, including backpack and shoulder bag
convertible options, the ‘Legend Gear’ soft
luggage line is made for individual needs. In
2017 a Legend Gear messenger bag and a
tool bag will be launched.”
Founded in 1999, SW-MOTECH employs over
125 people at its headquarters in
Rauschenberg, Germany, and has a further
125 employees at an additional production
plant in Brno, Czech Republic. SW-MOTECH
is partnered with several OEMs, including
BMW, Ducati, Kawasaki, KTM, Moto Guzzi,
Suzuki and Yamaha and sells to more than
60 countries.
The product range encompasses more than
2,500 items and includes luggage systems,
ergonomics, safety, maintenance and
customizing products, as well as accessories
for navigation and electronics. Among its
claims to fame, 2005 saw SW-MOTECH’s
design team create the world’s first QUICK-
LOCK system for tank bags. 
Perfectly timed and convincingly executed
to capitalize on the ‘retro’ Zeitgeist, SW-
MOTECH has seen the ‘Legend Gear’
luggage line quickly establish itself among
their best-sellers since launch earlier this
year.

SW-MOTECH GmbH & Co KG
Rauschenberg, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)6425 8168050
info@sw-motech.com
www.sw-motech.com

www.AMDchampionship.com
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LR2 tailbag
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S&S 4” Big Bore ‘Sidewinder’
kit for Twin Cam 88s

GripAce updates
single wire
hidden switch
system

Californian hidden switch system specialist
GripAce has made what it describes as major
updates to its smart hidden motorcycle switch
system.
“We have updated to a waterproof switch
pad, along with a more powerful module, that
will offer more functions in the near future,”
says founder, owner and designer Timothy
Ledford.
“New pre-cut grips from a range of
manufacturers will be available, with the
switch pad pre-installed and ready to mount
to the handlebars. We will also be offering a
switch pad bezel that allows custom builders
to mount the switch pad anywhere on a
custom or stock motorcycle.  
“Dealers will also be able to order additional
extensions for the switch pad wire, so if
needed the module can be located at the rear
of the build without having to cut or extend
the switch pad wire itself, so it is still available
for stock location installation at a later stage.”  
The second-generation hidden switches that
GripAce introduced two years ago replace
stock or
custom handlebar switches with a four-push
button, rubber switch pad and the left-hand
grip, providing up to six switch functions,
controlling the starter, hi/lo beam headlights,
hazards and horn, adding self-canceling turn
signals to all motorcycles not equipped with
the function as stock. 
“The GripAce switch pad makes hiding the
wires in the handlebars a snap because it uses
just one wire instead of fishing ten or more
wires through a 7/8 or 1” in pipe. This system
saves tremendous time and labor.”
The GripAce switch pad can be fitted into
most stock and aftermarket rubber, billet
aluminum, steel and brass grips.

GRIPACE
Beverly Hills, California, USA
Tel: 323 556 0730
info@gripace.com
www.gripace.com

Kodlin XL exhaust - 
up to +8 hp power gain
This new performance exhaust system for all 883 and
1200 Sportsters was exclusively developed for well
know German customizer Fred Kodlin in
collaboration with Austrian manufacturer Remus.
It is legal in Europe and comes with an EG operating
certificate, and was designed for "an aggressive 2
into 1 racing look." Made from high quality

materials, it has black coated stainless steel tubes,
includes heat shields and carbon end dampers, and
comes with optimal sound control and exchangeable
dB killer.
Said to produce up to 8 hp more power than the
stock Harley XL system, additional features include
separately available Lambda connectors for older
and newer models and insertable catalytic
converters. 

FRED KODLIN MOTORCYCLES
Borken/Hessen, GERMANY
Tel. +49 (0)5682 70710
support@kodlin.com
www.kodlin.com

S&S has a new bolt-in 4-inch big bore ‘Sidewinder’
kit available for Twin Cam 88s.
The company says “no machining, no rebalancing,
just bolt in pistons and cylinders in place of the stock
items and the kit will take 1999-2006 Twin Cam 88
engines up to 100ci, and 2007-later (except 2017
touring models) become 110ci monsters!”
S&S say that installation can be done with the
engine still in the bike, and that the kit works well
with stock cylinder heads, or, for even more power,
S&S say they can CNC-port the heads for 

their dealers.
Available in color-matched silver or wrinkle black
powdercoat finish, the 10.5:1 compression “makes
for a very ‘streetable’ and dependable engine that
also responds well to performance cams.”

S&S CYCLE INC.
Viola, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 627 1497
sscust@sscycle.com
www.sscycle.com

www.AMDchampionship.com
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New brands and products from Zodiac
Cultured lighting options by
Chopper Kulture 

Designed by award-winning custom bike builder
Mario Kyprianides of Chopper Kulture fame, these
headlights, taillights and turn signals are fully E-
approved and available in a selection of polished or
black body and brass or polished bezel combinations.
The headlight has an outer diameter of 5” (125mm),
is 4.8” (122mm) deep and comes with a headlight
unit with a visible diameter of 3 5/8” (92mm). Made
from billet aluminum in a polished, gloss black or flat
black finish, with a matching aluminum or polished

brass bezel, the bottom-mount bracket enables it to
be installed on virtually all lower triple tree plates. 
The taillights are in billet aluminum in a polished,
gloss black or flat black finish, with a matching
aluminum or polished brass bezel; they are mounted
with a single large bolt and bundled wiring by drilling
two holes in the fender. They measure 2” (50mm)
overall diameter and 2” (50mm) deep. 
The turn signals utilize a variety of anodized finishes
and blend a combination of aluminum and brass
bodies with bezels normally found on much larger
headlight trims; they measure 2 1/4” (57mm) long,
1 1/8” (28,5mm) deep and have a diameter of
27,6mm. They are a simple bolt-on install on almost
any motorcycle. Sold in sets of two.

DEI flexible heat shields
Well known American thermal barrier and sound
management specialist Design Engineering’s flexible
heat shields feature a stainless steel bracket covered
by the same materials used for their popular exhaust
wrap; they are proven to block heat more effectively
than conventional stamped metal heat shields. 

S&S 100” and 110” 
Twin Cam ‘Power
Packs’

These new S&S ‘Power Package’ Big Bore kits are a
step-up from the usual configuration of their
‘Sidewinder’ Big Bore cylinder and piston packages
for early Twin Cam 88s (as seen elsewhere in this
edition of AMD Magazine) as they ship with matched
cams, cam plate and oil pump. The TC 88” gets a
bump to 100”/1,683cc, with the later 96 or 103
inchers going up to 110”/1,803cc. Kits include the
4" bore bolt-on cylinders with pistons and rings, as
per the ‘Sidewinder’ kit, but also include choice of
chain drive or gear drive Easy Start 585 camshafts,
TC3 oil pump, TC3 cam plate, ‘Quickee’ adjustable
pushrods with tubes, premium tappets and all
required bearings and gaskets. Kits are available in
silver and black powdercoat finish. Parts to fit 2006
Dynas are available separately; ‘99 thru ‘04 TCs will
need an additional valve spring; pinion shaft run-out
must be less than .003" to use gear drive cams.

Bitubo piggyback shocks
These Italian made high
performance shock
absorbers feature a
“high resistance alloy
steel housing,” nitrogen
f i l led a luminum
compensator reservoirs,
hydraulic damping and
12mm steel damper
rods, 12-step adjustable
compress ion and
adjustable spr ing
preload. Available in
tuned length fitments
with chrome springs for
selected FXR, Dyna, XL,
V-Rod and Touring
models.

Electronic
box version G/G2
This new electronic box version G/G2 gives the
option of routing just one sleek cable through the
handlebars for a clean look. The handlebar switch
cables connect to the small round transmitter, which
slides inside the end of the handlebar; it converts the
different signals so that they can all be sent to the

receiver box through just one wire. 
The receiver box is so small, it can be hidden
anywhere on the bike. It connects to the wire harness
and converts the signals which come from the
transmitter back to the regular signals again - for
turn signals, high and low beam, brake light and
starter relay. 

Additional functions include emergency flasher,
adjustable self-cancellation, running light function
for turn signals, choice of single combination
start/stop button or separates, brake and rear light
combination, neutral or side stand switch activation,
eight status LEDs for overview and diagnostics.

“The Cure” main drive gear
seal kit for 4-speeds

“The Cure” is a seal kit that will stop the oil leak from
the main drive gear on Knuckleheads, Panheads and
Shovelheads. The stable and reliable Harley-
Davidson 4-speed transmission has been built for
half a century, but the oil leak has always been an
issue, because Harley designed the main drive gear
spacer without a seal. 
This state-of-the-art hardened two-piece stainless
steel spacer features an additional Viton O-ring that
permanently prevents oil leaking from between the
spacer and the main drive gear. It can be installed
easily without disassembly of the transmission as it
is located just behind the main shaft oil seal. The kit
replaces the spacer on all 4-speed transmissions
from ‘37 through ‘77 and includes the spacer washer,
spacer sleeve, Viton O-ring and detailed instructions. 

ZODIAC INTERNATIONAL BV
Mijdrecht, NETHERLANDS
Tel: +31 (0)297 288 621
sales@zodiac.nl
www.zodiac.nl
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Kerker ‘Stout’ and ‘Slash’ slip-on
mufflers for M-8 Tourers
The proven Kerker ‘Stout’ muffler by
SuperTrapp Industries is now available for
the 2017 H-D Touring models.   This 4”
slip-on features a high-flow 2.5” core for
huge performance gains and a deep,
throaty sound that SuperTrapp say
won’t overpower a radio when
cruising – they are completely
rebuildable and available in show
chrome or black high-temperature
ceramic finish with a matching billet
aluminum end cap.  
Also seen here, the new Kerker
‘Slash’ slip-on features the same
rebuildable high-flow 2.5” core; the
muffler body is finished with a
slash-down 45 degree cut.
SuperTrapp say that a “mellow
sound while cruising turns into a
deep, strong growl when
accelerating.”   Available in show
chrome; no tuning is required. 

SUPERTRAPP
Cleveland, Ohio, USA
Tel: 216-265-8400
sales@supertrapp.com
www.supertrapp.com

49mm AXEO for Dyna 
First seen in AMD Magazine a year ago for ‘97 and
up FLH models, South Dakota based Legend
Suspensions has added to its lifetime warranty
backed AXEO high-performance front end
suspensions program with a new 49mm package for
all Dyna FXD models from 2006 through to the latest
2017 models (except FXDWG and FXDF). 
The AXEO includes two mono-tube dual chambered
damper cartridges with internal floating piston
nitrogen chambers and machined stainless steel pre-
load adjusters, as well as Maxima Racing oil in the
cartridges and a quart bottle.  
Legend say that their AXEO technology provides an
“overall improved ride quality with a smoother and
more controlled ride.”  Eliminating front end dive
during aggressive braking, it is said to provide a “firm
feel for high-speed sweeping turns with no
wallowing or wobble.”
The company also says that the AXEO upgrade
eliminates bottoming out over bumps or pot holes,
improves floorboard and peg clearance during hard
cornering, reduces tire cupping and enhances low-

speed handling.  AXEO suspensions are “easily
installed, and when paired with Legend AIR or REVO
rear suspensions, will give you optimum riding
performance.”  

LEGEND SUSPENSIONS
Sturgis, South Dakota, USA
Tel: 605 720 4202
service@legendsuspensions.com
www.legendsuspensions.com
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Battistinis
‘Leading Axle’
fork legs 

California based Battistinis say they have teamed up
with suspension and fork manufacturer American
Suspension to develop a new style set of lower legs -
taking inspiration from 1970s motocross.
These legs feature an axle that is offset over 1 1/2”
forward and around 1/2” lower, “to give a perfect trail
when fitting a 23” front wheel to any touring bike.” 
Described as a “true bolt-on part,” ‘Leading Axle’ fork
legs simply replace the stock lower legs without the
need to remove the fairing, trees or change the frame
geometry – “the ‘Leading Axle’ fork leg has the
corrected trail built right into the leg.”
Utilizing the stock brakes, fender and all fork internals,
Battistinis say they can be replaced in under two hours,
reducing downtime and labor cost compared to
alternate solutions. 
Machined from 6061-T6 aluminum, they have a wrap-
around fender mount that has the corrected alignment
built in to allow the use of the stock fender (no need
for any extra raise-up kits) and a modular design that
allows for various color and finish combinations -
choose from all chrome, all black, chrome and black or
black and chrome. 
The caliper mounting brackets are held in place with
two 1/2” bolts to ensure rigidity and provide the option
of single or dual disc - a radial mounting bracket and
caliper is separately available. The radial mount caliper
can be set up to use 11.5”, 11.8”, 13”, 16” or even
18” rotors. 
The axle can be fitted either way, and is secured with
an axle cap which protects the leg from possible
damage if cross-threaded, and keeps full suspension
travel with a 23” front wheel – there’s no need to install
travel limiters or uprated springs. The kit is said to be
compatible with American Suspension’s own fully
adjustable cartridge and suspension kits. 
With the axle offset, the “high point” of the wheel is
moved forward, making the wheel and tire appear
larger - doing this gains frame and tree clearance. Using
the offset fork leg allows more travel than using raked
trees or any previous option. The patent pending design
is said to provide an easy way to “get the best ride on
a 23” wheel conversion - nothing else is needed and
it looks great with the stock front fender.”

BATTISTINIS CUSTOM CYCLES
Orange, California, USA
Tel: 949 878 0991
rikki@battistinisusa.com
www.battistinisusa.com

Phoenix, Arizona based Paul
Yaffe’s Bagger Nation is offering
a one-piece clean-up accessory to
streamline late-model Harley-
Davidson gas tanks. Their “Clean
and Simple Steel Dresser Dash” is
a direct bolt-on application that
“looks sharp” on H-D touring
model stock tanks from
2008–2017.
“The really large OEM tank
console plays havoc with the
sleek flowing lines we are always trying to
create with our products,” says Paul Yaffe.
“This gave me the perfect opportunity to
create a sleek, low-profile custom dash that
makes your stock tank look clean and
stretched, with one simple bolt-on part.”
Described as a “swooping piece of sleek
metal that bolts right onto the 6-gallon
tank, each steel dash comes with a trick
chrome pop-up gas cap, rubber trim,
hardware and simple instructions. This
simple ensemble streamlines the tank area

of any late-model touring Harley-Davidson
motorcycle and flows right under your stock
seat.”
The kits are available in chrome plate,
gloss-black powdercoat or raw for custom
match-paint applications.

PAUL YAFFE’S BAGGER NATION
Phoenix, Arizona, USA
Tel: 602 840 4205
info@paulyaffeoriginals.com
www.baggernation.com

Hi-Output 2-into-1 ‘Short’
with stepped megaphone
California based exhaust and performance parts
specialist Vance & Hines has updated its best-selling
exhaust designs to include 2017 model year
applications and additions, such as these Hi-Output
2-into-1 ‘Short’ seen here for ’06-‘17 Dyna and ’86-
‘17 Softail models, ‘13-‘17 Breakout and Breakout
CVOs, ‘09 CVO Softails and ’08-11 Rocker and
Rocker Cs. 
Delivering a “deep, throaty note” they have a CNC-
machined billet end cap and are available with
optional quiet baffle.
Available in chrome or black, Vance & Hines say that
this “aggressively stout” 2-into-1 addition to their
Hi-Output family is “engineered to be a compact
version of our signature stepped megaphone” and
is “perfect for the rider who demands the
performance of a 2-into-1 and the distinctive sound
of the Hi-Output.”

VANCE & HINES
Santa Fe Springs, California, USA
Tel: 562 921 7461
sales@vanceandhines.com
www.vanceandhines.com

Features include a compact version of Vance
& Hines’ signature stepped megaphone

Also available in chrome or black for ’86-‘17
Softails, they come with CNC-machined billet end
cap and have an optional quiet baffle available

Hi-Output 2-into-1 ‘Short’ for ’16-‘17 Dyna models

New "clean and simple
steel dresser dash" 



Showa “Dual Bending Valve”
front end technology for
Harley Tourers
Best known for their Harley OE front ends, Japanese
suspension specialist Showa, one of the largest
suspension businesses in the world, started to enter
the aftermarket three years ago, and is now a regular
exhibitor at the EICMA ‘Milan Show’.
For a Harley retro fit, Showa is offering what it calls
its SDBV (Showa Dual Bending Valve) technology for
Touring models.
Designed to cater to the widely ranging weight

variables that the big, heavy tourers have to contend
with, SDBV is a newly developed valve unit,

comprising disc and check valves, that are said to
deliver “the same levels of high performance and
stable damping characteristics associated with
cartridge type set-ups, but with a simpler structure
that is closer to that of free-valve design
suspensions.”
It is claimed the technology improves response to
braking and use of the throttle, reducing dive and
improving stability, especially under heavy load.
The ability of a front end to cope with the weight
issues on Harley Tourers is especially important

where ABS is used – the potential for heavy bikes to
experience sudden nose diving is accentuated with
the kind of braking response dynamics associated
with ABS.
The structure of the conventional free-valve design
makes it difficult for the suspension to generate the
compression-side damping force needed at low
piston speeds (suspension operational speeds)
where nosedive needs to be controlled.
Showa claim their SDBV has solved this issue. “Since
SDBV can generate stable damping force
characteristics, it has an advantage of being able to
supress the floating of the vehicle body caused by
uneven road surfaces. 

“Because its basic structure is similar to the free-
valve type, the SDBV can keep the increase of
cost/weight to a minimum because of the economies
of scale we have.” 
Showa go on to explain that “the free-valve type, the
basic structure of the normal type of front fork, has
been applied to many different models. However, the
issue of the free-valve structure is that it cannot
sufficiently compensate for vehicle posture changes,
because the damping force rises more steeply than
the linear curve with regard to change in piston
speed due to the damping characteristics being
generated.
“The ‘SDBV’ uses a valve unit of a new structure in
place of the free-valve structure. Check and disc
valves are placed in rebound/compression sides
independently to control damping forces. This valve
unit generates damping force characteristics that
change linearly between low and high piston speeds,
improving the ride feel, especially on uneven roads. 
“The improved responsiveness allows the tires to
grip the ground firmly and provides reliable braking
and handling performance.”

AMERICAN SHOWA, INC
Sunbury, Ohio, USA
Tel: 740 965 1133
www.amshowa.com 

“reduced dive and improved stability”

“check and disc valves”
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2:1 systems with
two-step headers
Designed for “peak performance and style” and to
“maximize horsepower and torque,” these 2:1
systems by Khrome Werks have 1.75” to 1.875” 16-
gauge stepped primary headers that merge into a
2.5” collector with 2.50” high-flow baffles wrapped
in stainless steel wool and high-temperature
fiberglass.
The 2.50” tapered baffle exit cone is designed to
enhance low-end torque; additional features include
2.25”, 220-degree, 16-gauge heat shields and
18mm and 12mm O² bungs welded into the
primaries.
They are available slash-cut or with billet tips, in

chrome, black or Khrome Werks’ proprietary ‘Ecllipse’
finish (seen here), a high-temperature black chrome
electroplate.

DRAG SPECIALTIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com

Handy redesigns two lifts
The Handy Lifts division of Sully, Iowa based Janco
Industries says it has “revolutionized” the design of
its Standard and S.A.M. 1200 Air Lift (seen here)
tables with maintenance-free air bellows replacing
the existing air cylinder.
In addition, the company says the redesigned lifts
also have improved safety features. “The new lift
design will not only simplify the way service

departments perform maintenance; it will also
simplify the way Handy produces these quality lifts
for its customers,” says Janco co-owner Joel Jansen.
The redesigned Standard and S.A.M. lifts have an
automatic ratcheting safety mechanism with dual
springs that create a positive lock as the lift is raised.
The safety mechanism is easily flipped back to lower
the lift, and automatically resets once the lift reaches

the bottom. “With the automatic reset, there is no
more worrying about the operator having to
remember to set the safety bar.”
The capacity on both the Standard and S.A.M. has
been boosted from 1000 lbs. to 1200 lbs., and the
maximum lifting height has been raised on both lifts.
The Standard 1200 Air Lift features a tabletop work
surface of 80”x24”, a maximum height of 39” and
a minimum height of 8”. The S.A.M. 1200 Air Lift
features an 84”x24” work surface with a maximum
height of 39” and minimum height of 8”. “The
S.A.M. also features the same rear drop-out panel
Handy customers love on the original S.A.M. lift.”

HANDY INDUSTRIES
Sully, Iowa, USA
Tel: 641 752 5446
sales@handyindustries.com
www.handyindustries.com

Danny Gray
‘TOURIST Tall’
seat with air

Danny Gray Custom Seats has added to its
range of motorcycle seats, incorporating their
patented Independent Suspension Technology
(IST) with this new design for touring riders
“with longer legs, or who just want to sit a
little further back and lower.”
The new ‘TOURIST Tall’ seat with air fits FL
models 2008-present, has a 15.5” rider seat
width with 6” of back support, a 13”
passenger seat width, lower profile
production IST for the rider and passenger, a
leather seating surface and breathable,
waterproof spacer mesh material, with
automotive grade vinyl siding on optional
AirHawk IST models.
The company says “our proprietary IST seat
design eliminates the compression and shock
your body endures from riding on a
traditional solid seat pan. It reduces
vibration, compression and shock by
eliminating conventional parts of the seat
pan and replacing them with anatomically
engineered cut-outs.
“Danny Gray seats are handmade. Every IST
seat is sculpted to maximize anatomical
support, and narrow leg pass assures you
have a flat foot position when stopped.” 

DANNY GRAY ENTERPRISES
Santa Ana, California, USA
Tel: 888 443 2669
sherry@dannygray.com
www.dannygray.com
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VICTORY & INDIAN
PROGUIDE
‘Maverick’ 2.5” slip-ons for
6.5% hp gain on Octanes
Somerset, Wisconsin headquartered Kuryakyn claim
“increased performance, hard-hitting exhaust notes
and aggressive styling” for these Crusher Maverick
2.5” slip-ons for the Victory Octane. 
Crusher’s principal entry for the Victory Motorcycles
segment “delivers a proven surge in bolt-on power

and overall performance for the speed-inspired
Octane. Third-party dyno results produced a 6.5
percent horsepower increase along with an
additional 3 ft lbs of max torque without intake,
header or fuel-mapping modifications. 

They feature “aggressive CNC-machined billet
aluminum end caps and premium steel muffler
bodies coated in high-temp black ceramic. Embossed
brushed stainless steel bands and hardware provide
contrasting style elements, and the slim 2.5 inch
muffler diameter offers notable weight reduction
versus the stock pipes to preserve a lean profile. 
“Unique high-flow baffles produce intense exhaust
tones throughout the power band, with a pulse-
pounding rumble at idle and commanding roar at full
throttle.” They ship with a mounting bracket and all
hardware necessary for bolt-on installation.

KURYAKYN
Somerset, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 715 247 5008
salessupport@kuryakyn.com
www.kuryakyn.com

The Scorpion billet clutch line is the top-of-
the-range clutch in the Barnett Tool &
Engineering line-up, and in response to
general market sentiment that Polaris
clutches aren’t the best components on
their motorcycles, the Californian drivetrain
and cables specialist has now released a
Scorpion upgrade for Victory motorcycle
models. 
The Scorpion billet clutch assembly features
a CNC machined billet aluminum pressure
plate, steel inner hub and clutch plates that
greatly increase clutch surface area and
capacity. The Scorpion also utilizes six coil
springs for a smoother, more progressive
engagement compared to the stock

diaphragm spring clutch. 
Multiple coil spring sets of different tension
ratings are included, providing a variety of
spring pressure options for maximum
performance while keeping the lever effort
to a minimum. The Scorpion clutch is
designed to fit into the OE clutch basket
and is suitable for stock to high
performance motors. Applications are
available for 2001-16 Victory models. 

BARNETT TOOL & ENGINEERING
Ventura, California, USA
Tel: 805 642 9435
info@barnettclutches.com
www.barnettclutches.com

Barnett Scorpion clutches
for Victory models

Adaptive LED
headlight for
Victory models
Germantown, Wisconsin based J.W. Speaker
Corporation has expanded its motorcycle
headlight offering to include what it says is
the industry's first dynamically adaptive
LED headlight designed to fit Victory
motorcycles, featuring the diamond shape
unique to this application.
Offering a custom fit and plug & play
installation, this new ‘Adaptive Series’
headlight uses the same advanced
electronics and on-board sensors as its
round predecessors. This advanced
technology is said to enable the headlight
to ”calculate bank angles and
automatically control the light, directing it

to light up or down as the motorcycle
leans. 
As a result it is said to “fill in the void of
light to the left or right of the motorcycle,
providing additional illumination and
visibility when cornering.”
It utilizes high-quality LED “proprietary
optics and adaptive technology to produce
a superior beam pattern. The custom shape
is designed to fit Victory motorcycles, with
their one-of-a-kind diamond shaped
headlight.” The company says it will launch
‘Adaptive Series’ headlights for Road
Glides.
J.W. Speaker specializes in the design and
manufacture of “advanced vehicle lighting
systems for OEMs and aftermarket
applications.”

J. W. SPEAKER
Germantown, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 262 251 6660
www.jwspeaker.com
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Scouting for shock options?
A year ago, we featured new suspension options for
the Indian Scout from British specialist K-Tech - their
nitrogen charged ‘Bullit’ springless shock absorbers
(“for a classic ‘strut’ style look without compromising
on ride quality”) and ‘Tracker’ front fork cartridge kits
(featuring external adjustment for spring preload,
compression and rebound damping). 
Seen here are additional Indian Scout options from
K-Tech, including two more shock absorber options.
Their ‘Razor’ piggyback style shocks feature
compression and rebound damping, spring preload
and length adjustment. Nitrogen filled, they are said
to deliver “increased comfort and control”. They are
a simple stock replacement, bolt-on install in black
anodized finish; spring rate options are available.
Their ‘Razor Lite’ shocks “offer refined handling and
enhanced looks” and also feature rebound damping,
spring preload and length adjustment. 
To add to the upgrade options available for front
ends, K-Tech high performance front fork springs are
an upgrade for the Scout’s less than universally
appreciated stock springs, and are available with
optional spring rates.
Manufactured from the “highest grade Chrome
Silicone wire, each tempered spring is cold coiled,

heat-treated, pre-set and ground to length before
being polished for ultimate performance. All springs
have their rate laser-etched on the end and are
manufactured to DIN 2095 grade 1.”
Suspension service parts from K-Tech include NOK
OE replacement front fork oil and dust seals and low
friction PTFE fork guide and slide bushes. 

K-TECH SUSPENSION
Moira, Derbyshire, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1283 559000
enquiries@ktechsuspension.com
www.ktechsuspension.com
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Bullit rear shocks

Razor 'Lite'
rear shocksTracker adjustable cartridge kits

Razor rear shocks

High performance front fork springs

Service parts for
OE front forks
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Parts Canada

Tel: 1-877-277-7560

New Zealand
Australia
Performance Cycle 
Wholesale-NZ

Tel: 006493081634

Japan
Neo Factory

Tel: 0081432128082

Three Miles Trade 
Tel: 0081252312811

Europe
Custom Chrome 
Europe-Germany

Tel: 0049 671 88888 - 0

W&W Cycles-Germany
Tel: 0049 931 250 6116

Parts Europe
Tel: 0049 6501 9695-2000

Zodiac Int.-NL
Tel: 0031 297 284 821

USA
Bikers Choice
Tel: 817 258 9030

Drag Specialties
Tel: 608 758 1111

MC Advantages
Tel: 800 726 9620

MID-USA 
Tel: 314 351 3733

Tedd Cycle
Tel: 845 565 2806

TEC Dist. 
Tel: 978 352 4710

INTERNATIONAL
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THE NETHERLANDS

ZODIAC INTERNATIONAL B.V.
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Email: sales@zodiac.nl

AUSTRALIA
CASSONS PTY. LTD.
Tel: 2 888 2 1900

Email: cassons@cassons.com.au

AUSTRIA
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TEL: 0676 486 40 65
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FRANCE
ZODIAC FRANCE
Tel: 01 45 93 10 75

Email: zodiac-france@zodiac.nl
FC PARTS

Tel: 03 27 85 57 15
Email: fcparts@wanadoo.fr

GERMANY
ZODIAC DEUTSCHLAND

Tel: 02137 78740
Email: zodiac-deutschland@zodiac.nl

GREAT BRITAIN
ZODIAC U.K.

Tel: 01453 758451
Email: zodiac-uk@zodiac.nl

HUNGARY
ZODIAC MOTORCYCLE
PRODUCTS HUNGARY
Tel: 06 30 217 1832

Email: zodiac-hungary@zodiac.nl

ITALY
ZODIAC ITALIA
Tel: 3426 561527

Email: zodiac-italia@zodiac.nl

POLAND
ZODIAC POLAND

Tel: +48 502 645 988
Email:  zodiac-poland@zodiac.nl 

SPAIN
ZODIAC ESPANA
Tel: 96 81 42067

Email: zodiac-espana@zodiac.nl

SWITZERLAND
AMERICAN BIKE SHOP

Tel: 071 761 2678
Email: abs-zodiac@rheintal.ch

www.zodiac.nl 

Australia
Rollie’s Speed Shop
Tel: 07 3252 2129

Serco Pty Ltd 
Tel: 07 382 3283 3

Canada
Power Twins 

Tel: 403 250 6611

Parts Canada 
Tel: 877-277-7560

Germany
Custom Chrome Europe

Tel: 0049 (0)671 88888 0

Parts Europe
Tel: 0049 (0)6501 9695-2000

W & W Cycles
Tel: 0049 (0)931 2506115

Netherlands
Motorcycle Storehouse BV
Tel: 0031 (0)50 303 9771

Zodiac International
Tel: 0031 (0)297 28 86 21
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Performance Cycle 

Wholesale
Tel: 0064 (0)9 308 1625

USA
Bikers Choice

Tel: (800) 347 8080

Drag Specialties
Tel: (800) 222 3400

Tec Dist. 
Tel: (800) 356 0043

www.barnettclutches.com
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TecMate (International) SA BELGIUM www.tecmate-int.com
TEL: 0032 (0)16 805440 FAX: 0032 (0)16 805441

SALES@TECMATE-INT.COM

AUSTRALIA - A1 ACCESSORY IMPORTS

T. (61) 7 3806 1800 sales@a1accessory.com.au

AUSTRIA -SCHUMOTO KG

T. (43)(732)757080 office@schumoto.at

BELGIUM - BIKE DESIGN BVBA

T. (32)(52) 453361 info@bike-design.be

BULGARIA – SENAX LTD.

T. (359)29441011 office@senax.bg

CROATIA - NOVEMA NOVA D.O.O

T. (385) 47715930 info@novema-nova.hr

CYPRUS - J.L. MOTORACE LTD (MOTORCYCLE)

T. (357)(22)752234 motorace@cytanet.com.cy

CZECH REP. - MOTOSERVIS DEYL

T. (420)606 460 579 brandt@techbase-cz.cz

DENMARK - NELLEMAN & DREWSEN APS 

T. (45)(8743) 5433 pb@nellemanhandel.dk

ESTONIA - OÜ HELADORA LLC

T. (372) 5285672 rain@motopood.ee

FINLAND - OY BRANDT A/B

T. (358)(9)895501 ulf.bjorklund@brandt.fi

FRANCE - MORACO SAS

T. (33)(3)85 51 45 30 info@moraco.fr

GERMANY - ECON WERKST.-AUSRÜSTUNGS

T. (49)(2689) 928747 info@econ-wa.de

GERMANY - HERMANN HARTJE GMBH

T. (49)(42) 51 811 273 info@hartje.de

GERMANY - LANGENSCHEIDT GMBH

T. (49)23 63 36 18-0 info@langenscheidt-gmbh.de

GERMANY - PAASCHBURG & WUNDERLICH 

T. (49)(40)248 277 0 info@pwonline.de

GERMANY - SCHÜLLER MOTORRADTEILE

T. (49)(6245)994 79 10 info@enuma.de

GREAT BRITAIN - PROBIKE SHADOWFAX 

T. (44)(1604)660555 sales@probike.co.uk

GREAT BRITAIN - MOTOHAUS POWERSPORTS 

T. (44)(1256)704909 sales@motohaus.com

GREECE - EKON TEKNIC

T. (30)(210)9221500 info@ekon.gr

HOLLAND - HOCOPARTS B.V.

T. (31)(342) 412290 info@hocoparts.com

HUNGARY - DOVER KFT

T. (36)(1)2392202 csaba@doverkft.hu

ICELAND - NITRO SPORT EHF.

T. (354)-55 74 848 ragnar@nitro.is

IRELAND - 

INTERCONTINENTAL DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED

T. (353)(1)8344 289 andy@idl-dublin.ie

ISRAEL - A.E. MOTORCYCLE

T. (972)(50)271923 ae_motor@netvision.net.il

ITALY - SOCIETÀ GENERALE RICAMBI

T. (39)(051)722557 DelucaR@sgr-it.com

JAPAN - OKADA CORPORATION

T. (81)(3)5473-0371 j.sumiyoshi@okada-corp.com

KUWAIT -TRISTAR MOTORCYCLES

T. (965)2405194 shams@tristarkw.com

LATVIA - MAXMOTO

T. (371)-67 81 78 16 andris.krumins@maxmoto.lv

MALTA - MAGAZA MOTORCYCLE SERVICES

T. (356)21443716 mazaga@maltanet.net

MOROCCO - SHENO

T. (212) (0)5 22 35 97 16 larichimed@sheno.ma

NEW ZEALAND - NORTHERN ACCESSORIES

T. (64)(9)276-6453 steven@northacc.co.nz

NORWAY - SPARE PARTS SERVICE AS

T. (47)(64)837500 jang@sps.no

PHILIPPINES - STRONGHAND INC.

T. (632) 373-2311 open@stronghandinc.com

POLAND - OLEK MOTOCYKLE

T. (48) (33) 810 19 05 import@olekmotocykle.pl

PORTUGAL - JMP EQUIPAMENTOS

T. (351)(232)961841

geral@jmpequipamentos.com

SERBIA - MOTO-BIKE

T. (99)(381)641289979 motobike@ptt.rs

ROMANIA – MOTOBOOM

T. (40) 258734988 contact@motoboom.ro

SINGAPORE - DWA LUBRICANTS PTE LTD

T. (65) 6515-6282 dwa@pacific.net.sg

SLOVAKIA - MOTOSERVIS DEYL

T. (420)606 460 579 brandt@techbase-cz.cz

CENTRAL & SOUTH AFRICA, OCEANIA - 

TECMATE SOUTH AFRICA

T. (27)(21)5316087 tecmate@netactive.co.za

SPAIN - EUROMOTO 85, S.A.

T. (34)(936)376 611

euromoto85@euromoto85.es

SWEDEN - MOTOSPEED  AB

T. (46)(21)351925 klarkner@motospeed.se

SWITZERLAND - TECHNOPOLYMER AG

T. (41)(91) 683-0333 

robert.maier@technopolymer.ch

SWITZERLAND - HOSTETTLER AG

T. (41)(41) 926-6111

claudia.shumacher@hostettler.com

TAIWAN - PROMO-TEC INTERNATIONAL

T. (886)(2)2562-7770 pro.motec@msa.hinet.net

TURKEY - VELOMOTO

T. (90)(212)6061707 info@velomoto.com.tr

UAE - TRISTAR MOTORCYCLES DUBAI

T. (971) 4-3330659 floyd@tristaruae.com

USA, CANADA, CENTRAL & SOUTH AMERICA 

TECMATE NORTH AMERICA

T. 905 337 2095 sales@tecmate.com

EUROPE - PARTS EUROPE

T. (49)6501 9695 2000 info@partseurope.eu
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SIGN-UP TO THE 
DIGITAL EDITION TODAY
www.amdmag.com

Australia
Rollies Speed Shop

Tel: 07 3252 2129

Canada
Preston Cycle Products

Tel:(800) 265 2298
Parts Canada/Drag Specialties

Tel:(877) 717 2858

Europe
Custom Chrome Europe
Tel: 0049 (0)6721 4007 0

DÜX Industries
Tel: 0049 (0)40 434037

Parts Europe 
Tel: 0049 6501 9695-2000
Motorcycle Storehouse 
Tel: 0031 (0)50 3039775

Zodiac International 
Tel: 0031 (0)297 288 621

USA
Bikers Choice

Tel: (800) 347 8080

Custom Chrome
Tel: (800) 729 3332

Drag Specialties
Tel: (800) 222 3400

Kustomwerks
Tel: (800) 498 4711

MID-USA
Tel: (800) 527 0501

Tedd Cycle
Tel: (914) 565 2806

DISTRIBUTOR               NETWORK

w w w. b e l t d r i v e s . c o m

http://www.deipowersports.com
http://www.fehling.de
http://www.truettandosborn.com
http://www.beltdrives.com


Motorcycle Storehouse B.V.
Industrieweg 22, 9781 AC Bedum, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0)50-3039775 - Fax: +31 (0)50-

3039777

MCS Spainish agent
Paloma Pinto

Tel: +34 0 93 865 7427 - Fax: +34 0 93 865 7427
E-mail: paloma@mcseurope.nl

MCS French agent
Bruno Selle

Tel: +33 (0)4 90 67 76 33 - Fax: +33 (0)4 90 67 92 11
E-mail: bruno@mcseurope.nl

MCS German agent
Rasi Bayazid

Tel: +49 (0)211 289 0538 - Fax: +49 (0)211 289 0532
E-mail: rasi@mcseurope.nl

MCS Italian agent
Marcello Fontana

Tel: +39 0445 390437 - Fax: +39 0445 395539
E-mail marcello@mcseurope.nl

MCS UK agent
Simon Letts

Tel: +44 (0)1892 668844 - Fax: +44 (0)1892 667722
E-mail: simon@mcseurope.nl
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THIS MONTH’S ADVERTISERS
AIM Corp (US) Clutches & gear kits ..........................................................................................64

AirFX USA (US) Air suspension kits ............................................................................................22

Arlen Ness Enterprises (US) Parts & accessories ......................................................................5,53

Arnott Air Suspension (US) Adjustable air suspension kits ..........................................................46

Badlands Motorcycle Products (US) Illuminator modules ............................................................46

Barnett Clutches & Cables (US) Big Twin narrow primary clutch components ..............................48

Darkhorse Crankworks (US) Crank assembly balancing & rebuilds..............................................41

Design Engineering Inc (DEI) (US) 'Easy Loom', protective split sleeve ........................................59

DP Brakes and Clutches North America (US) Brakes & clutches ..................................................61

Drag Specialties (US) Optimate1 charger ....................................................................................9

Easyriders Events (US) V-Twin Expo 2017 ..................................................................................40

Editrice Custom (IT) 31st Biker Fest International ......................................................................28

Fehling  (DE) Parts & accessories ..............................................................................................59

Hawg Halters Inc (US) Calipers, triple trees, front ends ..............................................................57

James Gaskets (US) Derby cover gaskets, distributor network ................................................49,59

Joker Machine (US) Vega turn signals ........................................................................................51

Kellermann (DE) Bullet 1000 series............................................................................................55

Kustom Tech (IT) Parts & accessories............................................................................................4

LePera Enterprises (US) Seats ....................................................................................................23

Lincoln Industries (US) Khrome Werks StyleInc Eclipse exhaust ..................................................17

Mag Connection (FR) Distributor ..............................................................................................45

Mid-USA Motorcycle Parts (US) Parts & accessories....................................................................11

Midwest Motorcycle Supply (US) Ultima belt drives....................................................................15

Motorcycle Storehouse (NL) Distributor, International Sales Offices ..................................24-25,60

NAMZ Custom Cycle Products (US) Wiring harnesses & fluid lines ................................................8

National Cycle (US) Windshields & accessories ..........................................................................20

Pickard (US) Precision fit - Swag bag rear end packages ............................................................20

Renegade Wheels (US) 'Tahoe' wheel range ..............................................................................48

S&S Cycle (US) 4" Big Bore 'Sidewinder' kit ..............................................................................27

SBS Friction (DK) SBS brake pads ................................................................................................2

SDL Exhibitions (IE) 2017 Irish Motorbike & Scooter Show ........................................................37

Spectro Oils of America (US) Premium-quality lubricants ............................................................38

Speed-Way Shelters (US) Shelters, distributors ..........................................................................58

Surflex (IT) Clutches for Harley-Davidson ..................................................................................12

Tech Cycle Performance Products (US) Belt drives & starters ......................................................46

TecMate International (BE) Countermat, display stand ..............................................................38

Truett & Osborn Cycle (US) Stroker pistons for Harley 45's ........................................................59

TTS Motorcycles (DE) Rims & wheels ........................................................................................43

Vance & Hines (US) Demand Vance & Hines ........................................................................18-19

Zodiac International (NL) Parts & accessories, European offices ........................................42,58,63

THIS MONTH’S EDITORIAL ITEMS
Advanstar Communications Inc (US) NYC J&P Ultimate Builder round ........................................14

AMA (US) Ensures motorcycle compatibility of V2V technology proposals ..................................16

American Showa (US) "Dual Bending Valve" front end technology for Harley Tourers ................51

Arlen Ness Enterprises (US) Big brake floating rotor kits available through Drag Specialties ........21

Bagger Nation (US) Clean and simple steel dresser dash............................................................50

Barnett Clutches & Cables (US) Scorpion clutches for Victory models ..........................................54

Bassani Xhaust (US) Exhausts for M-8 Tourers ..........................................................................26

Battistinis Custom Cycles (US) 'Leading Axle' fork legs ..............................................................50

Belt Drives Ltd (US) Belt to TC conversion ..................................................................................39

Biltwell (US) Bonanza and Gringo helmets available through Motorcycle Storehouse ..................22

Biltwell (US) 'Murdock' pullback risers ......................................................................................25

Bitubo (IT) Piggyback shocks available through Zodiac ..............................................................47

Brisan Motorcycles (AU) Runner up in 'Operation Octane' with 'Grifter'......................................13

Chopper Kulture (AE) Cultured light options available through Zodiac ........................................47

Coastal Victory & Indian Motorcycle (US) Runner-up in 'Operation Octane' with 'King Octane'....13

Covingtons Customs (US) Destoyer 'Hole Shot' exhaust ............................................................39

Danny Gray Enterprises (US) 'TOURIST Tall' seat with air ............................................................52

Dealer-World.com (GB) Custom World bike round-up ..........................................................29-36

Design Engineering Inc (DEI) (US) Freshen up the look of tired wiring ........................................21

Design Engineering Inc (DEI) (US) Flexible heat shields available through Zodiac ........................47

Drag Specialties (US) Arlen Ness big brake floating rotor kits......................................................21

Drag Specialties (US) 10.5" Sportster shocks ............................................................................26

Drag Specialties (US) Khrome Werks 2:1 systems with two-step headers ....................................52

Flame-Art Design (IE) Dublin show participant ..........................................................................64

Forever Two Wheels (US) NYC Ultimate Builder Freestyle and MOD Retro winner ..................14,15

Fred Kodlin Motorcycles (DE) XL exhaust for Sportsters ..............................................................44

Free Spirits (IT) Upper fork cover kit for 48s ..............................................................................22

German Motorcycle Authority (DE) Custom World: Modified Harley winner ................................30

GripAce Industries (US) Updates to single wire hidden switch system ........................................44

Handy Industries (US) Redesigns two lifts ..................................................................................52

Harley-Davidson Motor Company (US) Share price analysis ......................................................1,8

Iacona Custom Cycles (US) Modified Harley winner at NYC Ultimate Builder ..............................15

Iwan-Bikes (DE) Winner of 'Operation Octane' with 'Desert Racer' ............................................13

J W Speaker (US) Adaptive headlight for Victory models ............................................................54

JIMS (US) Shifter mechanism sleeve tool....................................................................................21

John Shope's Dirty Bird Concepts (US) 'Up Yours' 2-into-1 performance exhaust ........................41

Joker Machine (US) 'Omega' air cleaners ..................................................................................23

K-Tech Suspension (GB) Shock options for Scout........................................................................56

Khrome Werks (US) 2:1 systems with two-step headers available through Drag Specialties ........52

Kuryakyn USA (US) 'Maverick 2.5" slip-ons for Octane ..............................................................54

Kustom Tech (IT) 'Seventies Line' retro style hand control options ..............................................41

La Rosa Design (US) Leather saddlebags available through Motorcycle Storehouse ....................22

Lamb Engineering (GB) Custom World: Builder profile................................................................31

Legend Suspensions (US) 49mm AXEO for Dyna ........................................................................49

Lonehog (SE) Custom World: 'Jolly Jumper'................................................................................34

Medaza Cycles (IE) Dublin show participant ..............................................................................64

Midwest Motorcycle Supply (US) Adds to Ultima lines for 2017..................................................16

Moore Customs (US) Custom World: Builder profile ..................................................................36

Motorcycle Storehouse (NL) Product round-up ..........................................................................22

NAMZ Custom Cycle Products (US) Two new modules and lifetime warranty ..............................12

Naumann & Co (DE) Custom World: Freestyle class 2nd place ..............................................32-22

ODC (OttoDiCuori) (IT) Grips and levers ....................................................................................24

One Way Machine (DE) Custom World: 2nd place Modified Harley ............................................30

Rick Fairless' Strokers Dallas (US) Winning bike in North America in 'Operation Octane' with 'Evil Ethel'....13

Rizoma (IT) Softail Slim accessories ..........................................................................................39

Roland Sands Design (US) 'Track' 2-into-1 high pipe..................................................................25

S&S Cycle (US) Short blocks available through Motorcycle Storehouse........................................22

S&S Cycle (US) 4" Big Bore 'Sidewinder' kit ..............................................................................44

S&S Cycle (US) 100" and 110" Twin Cam 'Power Packs' available through Zodiac ....................47

SDL Exhibitions (IE) Dublin Show ..............................................................................................64

SENA Technologies (US) FreeWire Bluetooth 4.1 adapter ............................................................8

Sinister Wheel (US) Air cleaners to match wheel styles ..............................................................26

Speakeasy Motors (US) MOD Custom class win, NYC Ultimate Builder ......................................14

Spok Motor (FI) Custom World: 'Hard Soup' ..............................................................................34

Storz Performance (US) Steering damper kit for 2017 Dynas ......................................................26

SuperTrapp Industries (US) Kerker slip-on mufflers for M-8 Tourers ............................................49

SW-MOTECH (DE) 'Legend Gear' retro luggage for Harley models..............................................43

TecMate International (BE) OptiMate sales tools ........................................................................10

Thunderbike (DE) Custom World: Builder profile....................................................................34-35

ThunderMax (US) Ballistic series air cleaner ..............................................................................39

Two Brothers Racing (US) Comp Series for Dyna models ............................................................23

Vance & Hines (US) Hi-Output 2-into-1 'Short' with stepped megaphone ..................................50

Victory Motorcycles (US) 'Operation Octane' winners ................................................................13

Zodiac International (NL) Product round-up ..............................................................................47

This INDEX is a complete listing of all the items in this edition. It includes all our advertisers and the product, feature and news items
published this month. The INDEX will act as a quick reference guide, and will be useful when searching this and other editions either
for contact details for a particular company, or for a specific item that has appeared. The INDEX appears in every edition of AMD .
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Ahhh, it’s 2017, that means it’s Dublin again!
Always one of the favorite AMD World
Championship affiliate events, 2017
means that it is a “Dublin Year again”!
Staged biennially in Dublin, Ireland,
the 2017 Carole Nash Irish Motorbike
and Scooter Show will be hosted at the
Royal Dublin Society show halls from
3 – 5 March, and will again feature the
Zodiac International sponsored Irish
AMD International Custom Bike
Competition, with the national/Irish
Champion winning €3,000 cash to
cover expenses for competing at the
2018 AMD World Championship in
Germany.
The international winner gets €2,000
and qualification for the AMD World
Championship. 
Additional show features in 2017 will
include a 'Race of Gentlemen' in the
sand arena, where the flat trackers will
also be racing over the 3 days. The
‘Race of Gentlemen’ will be a homage

to the 1930s racing in the USA
between the legendary Harley-
Davison and Indian teams, which have
been re-enacted in California recently. 
Rusty Pistons from the Czech Republic
will sponsor the Rockabilly Stage
(www.rustypistons.eu), and the show
will deploy many of the now
ubiquitous hallmarks of the current
‘Hipster Vibe’ – including a 3-station
Barbershop with suitable memorabilia
and décor, massage girls and a
‘Gentleman’s Club’ ambiance! 
Ace Cafe London will be mounting
their regular display of classic era
authentic bikes with mods and rockers

and the 59 Club memorabilia and
staging the Ace Cafe Global Stunt
Starz Competition with 25 top stunt
riders from Ireland, UK and Europe
battling it out for a €5,000.00 prize
fund and the 'Ace of Aces' title.
At the time of writing, the two halls of
the show are pretty much sold out as
Ireland starts to share in the
motorcycle market recovery seen
elsewhere in Europe, resulting in a
third hall being added as the 2017
‘Dublin Show’ gets set for record
exhibitor and visitor numbers. 
The Irish market continues also to
emerge on the international stage as
a vibrant source of design and
engineering craftsmanship and
creativity. In 2013 the Irish Motorbike
and Scooter Show affiliate winners
Mick O’Shea and Don Cronin scooped
the AMD World Champion title with the much admired ‘Rondine’ – an

exquisitely customized 1971 Moto
Guzzi. 
This year they again spearheaded an
Irish invasion at Cologne that saw
Mick and Don take home the Street
Performance class win with ‘Road
Fever’, a 1987 Ducati 750, and saw
Noel Connolly add to the Irish trophy
cabinet with an 11th place in the
Freestyle Class for the remarkable
‘Strom’ – the first ever E-Bike to
compete at ‘The AMD’.

Did you get yours?
Mailed last month with the December edition
of AMD Magazine, extra copies of the popular
2017 AMD Events Year Planner are available on
request from sara@dealer-world.com

Former AMD World Champions Mick O’Shea and Don Cronin (‘Rondine’, 2013)
won the Steet Performance Class in 2016 with ‘Road Fever’, a 1987 Ducati 750

The first E-bike to compete in the AMD World Championship, Noel
Connolly’s remarkable ‘Strom’ finished 11th in the Freestyle Class in 2016

http://www.aim-tamachi.com
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